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Izvleček
Glavna namena raziskav v sklopu mojega raziskovalnega dela sta bila: (1) izdelava
in karakterizacija izvora ekstremne ultravijolične (EUV) svetlobe prek tvorbe višjih
harmonikov in v nadaljevanju uporaba le-tega za (2) testiranje fokusiranja snopa
pri višjih harmoničnih frekvencah. Rezultati te raziskave bodo v pomoč pri oblikovanju postavitve za načrtovani eksperiment visokoločljive spektroskopije He+ na
Max Planckovem institutu za kvantno optiko v Garchingu, kjer so bili tudi izvedeni
poskusi predstavljeni v tem delu. Tvorba višjih harmonikov in s tem EUV svetlobe je
bila izvedena s fokusiranjem ojačanih ultra kratkih pulzov svetlobe iz laserskega sistema CPA v tarčo napolnjeno z žlahtnim plinom. Da bi ugotovili optimalne pogoje
za pretvorbo v višje harmonike, smo proučevali vpliv geometrije fokusiranja, oblike
tarče in pritiska v njej ter vrste plina na izkoristek. Iz meritve spektra ter povprečne
moči EUV svetlobe z umerjenim detektorjem smo določili učinkovitost pretvorbe
v posamezni harmonik. V zadnjem delu smo preverili možnost fokusiranja harmonskega snopa s paraboličnim zrcalom na mikrometrsko območje in analizirali njegov prečni profil z interferometrično kalibriranim merilnikom temelječim na metodi
ostrega roba. Rezultati študije vpliva posameznih eksperimentalnih parametrov
na izkoristek pretvorbe so v skladu z opaženimi trendi o katerih poročajo številna
znastvena dela. Nasprotno pa je dosežena absolutna vrednost izkoristka in s tem
povprečna moč EUV svetlobe precej nižja od pričakovanj. Kljub temu je predstavljen svetlobni izvor primeren za nadaljnje teste fokusiranja z optiko primerno za EUV
spektralno področje.

Ključne besede: Nelinearna optika, ultrakratki svetlobni sunki, tvorba višjih harmonikov, izvor EUV svetlobe
PACS: 42.65.Ky, 42.79.Nv, 32.80.Rm

Abstract
The study described in my master thesis had two major purposes: (1) to build and
characterize an EUV light source based on high-harmonic generation and then use it
for (2) testing EUV beam delivery and focusing. The obtained results will presumably contribute to the design of experiments of high precision spectroscopy on He+
at Max Planck Institute of Quantum Optics in Garching, where experiments presented in this work were conducted. To drive high-harmonic generation, energetic
ultrashort light pulses from CPA laser system were focused with a lens into a target
filled with a noble gas. In a multi-parameter study, effects of focusing geometry,
target design, gas type and gas pressure on harmonics yield were investigated to
determine optimal generation conditions. Furthermore, generated EUV light was
spectrally characterized and absolute power of single harmonic was extracted from
measurement with calibrated detector. Finally, focusing of harmonic beam with
an off-axis parabolic mirror was tested and analyzed with interferometrically controlled knife-edge scan apparatus. The results of the multi-parameter study are in
agreement with observed trends reported in scientific literature. However, an unexpectedly low power of generated EUV light implies that further improvement of
the experimental setup, especially of the gas target and laser system, are required.
Despite that, the built EUV light source can be used for further studies of focusing
of harmonic beam using suitable EUV optics.

Keywords: Nonlinear optics, ultrashort light pulses, high harmonic generation,
EUV light source
PACS: 42.65.Ky, 42.79.Nv, 32.80.Rm
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Generation of light at new frequencies via nonlinear optical conversion in crystals is
a well known process in nonlinear optics. The doubling of laser frequency from red
into ultraviolet was achieved for the first time by Franken et al. [1], only one year
after invention of laser by T. H. Maimann. The mechanism behind is a not-purely
sinusoidal motion of electrons in crystal lattice in response to the strong light field.
As result of this motion, light at fundamental frequency together with its harmonics
is re-radiated.
At extreme conditions of light intensity of 1013 −1015 W/cm2 this concept reaches
a new level. The corresponding electric field of that intense light is of similar amplitude as the Coulomb field of an atom. Due to this, binding potential is significantly
modified and electron can be excited from the bound state. Once set free, it is accelerated by light field and after field reverses its sign, it recollides with the atom. At
the recollision, energetic photons can be emitted at multiples (10s and 100s) of the
driving laser frequency reaching extreme ultraviolet (EUV) and soft X-ray spectral
region. This process is called high(-order) harmonic generation (HHG).
In general, HHG is utilized by focusing ultrashort visible or infrared (IR) light
pulses of ps- or fs-pulse duration into a nonlinear medium, usually a noble gas.
High harmonic (HH) radiation is built up in the nonlinear medium and emitted
collinearly with the fundamental beam. It contains several (odd) harmonic orders of
the fundamental laser frequency spanning from visible to deep into soft X-ray region.
Moreover, HH radiation shows some unprecendent characteristics of high spatial
coherence and ultrashort pulse duration. However, a low conversion efficiency on
the order of 10−5 − 10−7 limits available EUV power.
Despite that, several applications, e.g diffractive imaging [2], could benefit from
HHG as a table-top alternative to costly and hardly accessible EUV and soft X-ray
light sources like synchrotron and free electron laser. HHG is also the key process
behind generation of attosecond EUV light pulses, the shortest bursts of radiation
ever observed. The controlled generation and measurement of single attosecond
pulse set the new milestone in ultrafast physics with possibilities for tracking the
atomic-scale motion of electrons [3]. Furthermore, HHG is being employed for the
coherent upconversion of existing visible and IR frequency combs into EUV. The
remarkable accuracy of EUV frequency combs would enable precision spectroscopy
on simplest atoms and ions and therefore allow tests of the fundamental theory of
bound state quantum electrodynamics [4].
One such experiment - precision spectroscopy of 1s − 2s two-photon-induced
1
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transition of singly ionized helium [5] - is being planned in Laser spectroscopy division of Max Planck Institute for Quantum Optics. To drive the transition, 60.8 nm
light from the EUV frequency comb will be used. Due to the very limited available
power from EUV frequency comb, it has to be tightly focused into trapped He+
ions. It is expected that 10 − 100 µW focused down to < 10 µm would be sufficient
for spectroscopy [5].
This thesis reports on our work to reach these numbers using an auxiliary EUV
laser source. Its goal was to address some technical challenges, which we expect
to be present in the final experiment, as well as to identify possible new ones.
The results are presented in the following way: in chapter 2, the background of
phenomena encountered in experiments are explained and notation and definitions
as used within this thesis are given. It starts with the properties of ultrashort
light pulses and their evolution in time and space, as a driving source for HHG.
Next, the mechanism behind HHG on a single-atom level is explained using a semiclassical three-step model. The phase-matching condition for efficient built-up is
given and some characteristics of HH radiation, that were analyzed in experiments
are presented. EUV spectral range brought up several technical challenges, which
are discussed in the last part of the chapter. The introductory “theoretical” chapter
is followed by four chapters, each presenting single experimental step on our way
toward the “as powerful and as tightly focused as possible” EUV laser source. Our
EUV laser source was based on frequency conversion of intense ultrashort light
pulses from chirped pulsed amplification (CPA) laser system via HHG. Therefore, it
could mimic beam characteristics of EUV frequency comb in the best possible way.
The laser part of our experiment is described in chapter 3 together with temporal,
spectral and spatial characterization of driving IR laser pulses including the analysis
of effects related to focusing into the gas target used for HHG. In chapter 4 HHG
process is investigated for different experimental conditions. Spectral measurements
together with systematic optimization of 13th harmonic power around 61 nm are
presented which served for determination of possible underlying processes limiting
the efficient HHG. In chapter 5, absolute power of our optimized EUV laser source is
estimated from the measurement with the calibrated detector and from theoretical
models of transmission of elements in the beam path. Our attempt to focus HH beam
is described in chapter 6 - it includes test of experimental apparatus for focusing and
analysis of micrometer focal spots with IR beam and the first measurement of EUV
focus. Finally, all results are summarized in chapter 7 and possible improvements
of the setup as well as suggestions for future measurements are given in chapter 8.

2

Chapter 2
Background
Understanding of properties of ultrashort light pulses and their interaction with
matter is essential for the design of experiments performed within this work as well
as for interpretation of their results. Nomenclature used within this thesis is defined
in this chapter and relevant phenomena associated with propagation of high-energy
ultrashort light pulses are described. Linear, non-linear (perturbative) and highly
non-linear interaction (namely, high harmonic generation) of the latter with matter
are explained. Special emphasize is given to HHG as a source of EUV light in our
experiments. Finally, specific experimental challenges in EUV spectral range as well
as some solutions are being discussed.

2.1
2.1.1

Ultrashort light pulses
General description

Ultrashort light pulses are electromagnetic wave-packets propagating with the speed
of light. However, to describe temporal characteristics only their representation as
spatial and temporal dependent vector field E(r, t) can be fully simplified to time
dependent scalar quantity E(t). On the other hand light pulses can equally be
represented with their Fourier transform equivalents in frequency domain.
Imagine an imaginary detector of electric field placed at fixed position being
hit by a light pulse. The signal it detects can be written in mathematical form as
E(t) = A(t) cos(Φ(t)) – harmonic wave described by its phase Φ(t) multiplied by an
amplitude or envelope of the pulse A(t). As quite often in physics, it’s much more
convenient to write an electric field in a complex form
E(t) = A(t)eiΦ(t) ,

(2.1)

while being aware that at the end only the real part of it represents a real physical
quantity. In a similar way, we can write complex spectrum of ultrashort light pulse
as
E(ω) = S(ω)eiΨ(ω) ,

(2.2)

with S(ω) being spectral amplitude and Ψ(ω) spectral phase. E(t) and E(ω) are
3
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related to each other via Fourier transformation
Z ∞
1
E(t) =
E(ω)eiωt dω,
2π −∞
Z ∞
E(t)e−iωt dt.
E(ω) =

(2.3a)
(2.3b)

−∞

Usually, basic information about the pulse, namely pulse duration and pulse
bandwidth, are defined as FWHM (full width at half maximum) values of the temporal intensity function I(t)
1
I(t) = 0 cn |E(t)|2
2

(2.4)

and spectral intensity I(ω)
I(ω) =

1
0 cn |E(ω)|2 .
4π

(2.5)

Here c, n, and 0 are the vacuum speed of light, the refractive index of the material
in which pulse propagates, and the permittivity of free space, respectively. FWHM
values for pulse duration and bandwidth can be extracted from measurements of
pulse intensity autocorrelation and its power spectrum density measured with a
spectrometer with some presumptions of the pulse shape. However, with novel
measurement techniques (e.g. FROG, SPIDER) it became possible to retrieve a
complete information about both the envelope and the phase of the pulse [6].
From our description so far, it’s not obvious whether temporal and spectral
phase have any impact on pulse temporal and spectral envelope. Detailed look and
evaluation of Fourier transformation would show that they indeed have a significant
effect and we will see some mechanisms of phase modulation in next chapter. So let
us now discuss more carefully the physical meaning of the phase functions Φ(t) and
Ψ(ω). Temporal phase Φ(t) can be expanded around t = 0
Φ(t) = Φ0 + ω0 t + Φa (t)

(2.6)

where Φ0 is a carrier envelope phase, which determines offset between pulse envelope and carrier oscillation, ω0 is carrier frequency and Φa (t) is an additional timedependent phase term of higher orders. When Φa (t) is non-zero, an instantaneous
frequency ω(t) can be defined as
ωinst (t) =

dΦa
dΦ
= ω0 +
.
dt
dt

(2.7)

Variation of instantaneous frequency with time is called a chirp and is positive when
dωinst (t)
(t)
> 0 (up-chirped pulse) and negative when dωinst
< 0 (down-chirped pulse).
dt
dt
An effect of the chirp on the pulse shape is ilustrated in figure 2.1.
Similarly, spectral phase contains an information about frequency-dependent
temporal delay
dΨ(ω)
Tg (ω) =
,
(2.8)
dω
which gives a relative offset for each spectral component as pulse evolves in time.
4
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Figure 2.1: Effect of the chirp on pulse shape: a), b), and c) show the time
dependent electric field for chirp-free, up-chirped, and down-chirped Gaussian
pulse with same pulse duration. Broken line is an envelope A(t) and colored
full lines are product of the latter with oscillatory part with time dependent
argument - phase - Φ(t). Carrier envelope phase Φ0 is chosen to be 0 so that
envelope and carrier are in phase at time t = 0. d) Given the same bandwidth,
the chirped pulse (blue) is longer than chirp-free (red) or so-called bandwidth
limited, i.e. the shortest possible pulse at given bandwidth. (e) Instantaneous
frequency defined in (2.7) linearly increases for up-chirped, decreases for downchirped and is constant for bandwidth limited pulse. f) Two curves represent
spectra for all the pulses shown in figures a)-d): the blue one for the bandwidthlimited and chirped (consequently longer) pulse on figure a) and d) and the green
one for the chirped pulses on figures b) and c). To achieve the same pulse duration
as bandwidth limited pulse, chirped pulses must have a larger bandwidth.
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Figure 2.2: Normalized spectral (left) and pulse (right) intensities for Gaussian
(blue) and sech2 (red) pulse: both pulses have same bandwidth, but due to the different pulse shape and consequently different time-bandwidth product, Gaussian
pulse is sligtly longer.

Although light pulses in real experiments can be of more complex shape, they are
often approximated by analytical functions. Two common pulse shapes – Gaussian
and sech2 -pulse – which were also assumed for the pulses used in our experiments
are given by
t 2

EGauss (t) = E0 e−( τ ) eiω0 t ,
t
Esech (t) = E0 sech( )eiω0 t
τ

(2.9a)
(2.9b)

and spectra are simply their Fourier transforms
ω−ω0 2
√
EGauss (ω) = E0 πτ e−( 2/τ ) ,


π(ω − ω0 )
Esech (ω) = E0 πτ sech
.
2/τ

(2.10a)
(2.10b)

In figure 2.2 the spectral intensity and the pulse intensity for both pulse shapes are
shown.
For simple pulse shapes FWHM values of temporal and spectral intensity are a
. Equations
standard measure for pulse duration tFWHM and bandwidth ∆f = ∆ω
2π
for pulse durations and bandwidth can be calculated from (2.9) and (2.10) and are
given in table 2.1 for both pulse shapes. They are connected through so-called
time-bandwidth product, which has a specific value for each pulse shape and is
valid only for bandwidth-limited pulses. Therefore, time-bandwidth product is a
good indicator whether the pulse is chirped or not and if we might compress it
furthermore.

2.1.2

Light pulse propagation - dispersion

One unavoidable mechanism of light pulse modification while propagating through
matter is dispersion. Frequency-dependent refractive index n(ω) gives rise to different travel times for each spectral component of the pulse resulting in change of
6
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Table 2.1: FWHM equations for pulse duration and bandwidth for two pulse
shapes used within this thesis, and related time-bandwidth product.

Pulse shape
Gaussian (2.9a),(2.10a)
sech2 (2.9b),(2.10b)

tFWHM
√
τ 2 log 2
√
2τ arccosh( 2)

∆ω
√

8 log 2
τ
√
4arccosh( 2)
πτ

tFWHM ∆ν
2 log 2
≈ 0.441
π
√ 2
4(arccosh( 2))
≈ 0.315
π2

the pulse’s temporal envelope. To describe this problem mathematically, it’s most
convenient to treat it in frequency domain.
Let a light pulse with spectrum E(ω) travel through non-absorbing linear medium
with refractive index n(ω). After distance L its spectrum is modified into
E(ω, L) = E(ω, 0)e−iΨdisp (L) .

(2.11)

The only change is an additional dispersive term Ψdisp in its spectral phase given by
ω
(2.12)
Ψdisp = β(ω)L = n(ω) L
c
where β(ω) is propagation constant of a medium. To understand effect of material
dispersion on a pulse shape in a qualitative way, it’s customary to expand β(ω) in
Taylor series about carrier frequency
β(ω) =

∞
X
∂ n β(ω)
n=0

∂ω n

(ω − ω0 )n
β2
= β0 + β1 (ω − ω0 ) + (ω − ω0 )2 + · · · . (2.13)
n!
2
ω=ω0

Now, one can Fourier transform the spectrum at the output of the medium E(ω, L)
to obtain pulse shape in time domain. It has been done elsewhere [7] and I will just
briefly summarize results. First two terms in equation (2.13) don’t effect a pulse
envelope: β0 is inversely proportional to phase velocity vp = ωβ00 with which carrier
wave propagates and β1 is reciprocal value of group velocity
!−1
∂β(ω)
vg = β1−1 =
(2.14)
∂ω ω=ω0
at which envelope moves through medium. Group velocity usually differs from
phase velocity resulting in evolution of carrier-envelope phase (offset between pulse
envelope’s peak and carrier wave). Stabilization of the latter is necessary for certain
applications, e.g. frequency comb [8], single attosecond pulse generation [9], but
won’t be important for experiments in this work.
Directly related to group velocity is group delay time τg (ω) = L/vg . Its frequency
dependence is called group delay dispersion (GDD) and is a reason for modifications
of pulse envelope. Propagation time of spectral component at ω relative to one at
carrier frequency ω0
τg (ω) − τg (ω0 ) =

∂vg−1
∂τg
(ω − ω0 ) =
(ω − ω0 )L = β2 (ω − ω0 )L
∂ω
∂ω

(2.15)

is proportional to coefficient β2 termed group velocity dispersion (GVD). Non-zero
β2 leads to linear variation of delay time with frequency so pulse acquires linear
7
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chirp and stretches. For near IR light lower frequency spectral components of the
pulse (red part) travel faster in usual optical glasses (fused silica, BK7) resulting in
up-chirped pulse as in figure 2.1. Shorter the pulse, broader the spectrum and also
higher terms in (2.13) need to be taken into consideration to accurately describe
material dispersion. But as our pulses will be “long” enough, we will stop here.
Until now only material dispersion has been discussed, but dispersion can also
be introduced into optical system with special arrangements of diffractive optical
elements (combination of prisms [10], gratings and mirrors [11]) or specially designed
multi-layered chirped mirrors [12]. One application in which an extensive amount of
dispersion is used to stretch pulses before amplification is chirped pulse amplification
(CPA). It is the standard method for generation of high energy ultrashort pulses
used in experiments in this work. Working principles of CPA laser system will be
presented in chapter 3.1.

2.1.3

Laser beam propagation

So far, light pulses were treated as a temporally modulated propagating plane waves.
Such a picture is just a mathematical idealization and differs significantly from light
beam that comes from a laser, i.e. a source of ultrashort light pulses. However, to
describe spatial properties of a laser beam, we will stay in our simplified view and
describe the electric field E(r, t) this time as a scalar, space dependent-quantity
E(r).
One of the main properties of laser beam is that it is collimated - light is confined around propagation axis z. As long as transverse beam dimensions remain
sufficiently small compared to propagation distance, paraxial approximation of wave
equation is valid. An important solution of the latter is a Gaussian beam
E(ρ, z) = E0

kρ2
w0 − w2ρ2(z) −i 2R(z)
e
e
e−i(kz+η(z)) ,
w(z)

(2.16)

where
q
w(z) = w0 1 + z 2 /zR2 ,

(2.17)

R(z) = z(1 + zR2 /z 2 ),

(2.18)

η(z) = arctan(z/zR ),

(2.19)

πw02
zR =
λ

(2.20)

are beam radius (distance from beam center at which electric field falls to 1/e of its
maximum value), radius of curvature of wavefronts, Gouy phase and Rayleigh range
respectively (see figure 2.3). Here Gaussian beam in its cylindrical
p symmetrical
form also-called fundamental or TEM00 mode is written with ρ = x2 + y 2 being
distance from z axis and k being a wave number. To get a complete form of electric
field of ultrashort light pulse one now has to multiply its spatial part (2.16) with
the temporal one (2.1).
8
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ρ

2w(z)
2w0
R(z)

Θ
z
b = 2zr

Figure 2.3: Gaussian beam along the propagation axis (right): blue line is beam
radius w(z), red dashed lines lines mark a divergence of a beam given by angle
Θ and black dotted lines present wavefronts with a radius of curvature R(z). On
the left, an intensity profile in radial direction is shown.

Gaussian beam got its name after its centrosymmetric Gaussian shape intensity
profile in transverse plane with a peak value at the beam axis
I(ρ, z) =

2
2P
− 2ρ
w2 (z) ,
e
πw2 (z)

(2.21)

where P is an average power of the laser. Beam radius w(z) is smallest at beam
waist, which we chose to be at the origin z√= 0. It increases symmetrically on both
sides away from beam waist and reaches 2w0 at the Rayleigh range zR . At this
point size (area) of the beam is twice of that and peak intensity on beam axis is
twice smaller. When we are focusing Gaussian beam, another parameter is often
used, namely confocal parameter
b=

2πw02
= 2zR ,
λ

(2.22)

which denotes a depth of the focus. Within confocal parameter on-axis intensity is
higher or equal to half of the peak intensity in the focus. For nonlinear processes
for which high intensity is required, it is a good measure of volume at which those
processes can actually take place (are efficient). From (2.22) one can see that tighter
we focus (smaller w0 ), shorter the confocal parameter gets.
Although Gaussian beam is in general the most directional form of propagating
light1 , it still is divergent. The divergence angle
Θ=

w0
λ
w(z)
≈
=
for z  zR
z
zR
πw0

(2.23)

is proportional to wavelength λ and inversely proportional to beam waist radius. In
order to get collimated beam one should use shorter wavelengths and thicker beam
waist.
Wavefronts of a Gaussian beam, shown as dotted curves in figure 2.3, can be well
approximated by a rotational paraboloid [13] with a radius of curvature R(z) given
1

Gaussian beam is the diffraction limited solution of paraxial wave equation. An analog in
quantum mechanics is a Gaussian wave packet, the solution of Schrödinger equation, which spreads
the slowest.
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by (2.18). It is infinite at beam waist, what means that wavefront are planar there.
As distance from beam waist increases, wavefronts curve quickly and get almost
spherical far away from the waist.
Equation (2.16) can be rewritten into more compact form
E(ρ, z) = E0

kz ρ2
w0 −i 2q(z)
e
e−i(kz z+η(z))
w(z)

(2.24)

introducing a complex beam parameter q(z)
1
iλ
1
1
=
−
=
.
2
q(z)
R(z) πw (z)
q(0) + z

(2.25)

By comparing (2.16) with (2.24) one can see that Gaussian beam is completely
defined by its wavelength λ, beam radius w(z) and radius of curvature R(z) as well
as by λ and q(z) only. A complex beam parameter is a convenient quantity when
simulating propagation of a Gaussian beam through an optical element, which can
be described by an ABCD matrix formalism known from geometrical optics. Instead
of searching for an integral solution of a paraxial wave equation for given boundary
conditions, it was shown [14], [15], that one can use an ABCD matrix for a given
optical system to calculate a complex beam parameter q2 at the exit
q2 =

Aq1 + B
,
Cq1 + D

(2.26)

where q1 is a complex beam parameter at the input.
Two simple examples are ABCD matrices for free space and a thin lens, which
where used for designing a beam path in experiments within this work are




1 z
1
0
,
,
Mfree space = 
Mthin lens = 
(2.27)
0 1
−1/f 1
where f is a focal length of a lens. Note that ABCD matrix for a curved mirror
with a radius of curvature R is the same as the one for a lens, only the value for f
has to be replaced by f = R/2. When several optical elements are used in a row,
ABCD matrix for the whole set is obtained by multiplication of the matrices for
each element in the same order as beam passes through them.
Very often real laser beam differs from ideal TEM00 mode. For examble, beam
can be asymmetric, i.e. beam profile is not round, but elliptic. In that case, propagation equation (2.17) - (2.20) can be written for two orthogonal (major and minor)
axis of an ellipse with corresponding waist radius w0,x and w0,y separately. Another
case would be an astigmatic beam, where the position of the beam waist is not the
same for both axis. An astigmatism is an undesirable effect of focusing due to the
aberrations of focusing element, but can be usually minimized by proper alignment
or precompensated with another element.
Discrepancy from an ideal Gaussian beam is often characterized by a beam quality factor M 2 . It is defined as a ratio of beam width-divergence product (w0 × Θ)
of a real beam and an ideal (diffraction-limited) Gaussian beam and is consequently
always ≥ 1. Despite beam profile resembling a perfect Gaussian profile, it can be
actually a superposition of higher, more divergent modes [16]. We can experimentally determine M 2 by measuring waist radius and divergence at the far field or by
10
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measuring beam radius at several locations along beam axis and then fitting a curve
for a real beam spot size variation [16]
2

w (z) =

w02

+M

4



λ
πw0

2

z2

(2.28)

to the data.

2.1.4

Nonlinear effects

When ultrashort light pulse propagates through matter, its response is often nonlinear, as the energy is concentrated within such a short time leading to a very strong
electric field. Different non-linear processes can take place [17]. When utilized in
controlled manner, they can be exploited for several applications, e.g. generation of
light at new frequencies. However, besides high harmonic generation, those that we
encountered in the experiments - self-focusing and self phase modulation (SPM) are in general undesirable as they distort the initial pulse. A mechanism for both
of them is a Kerr effect, i.e a third-order nonlinear process, when refractive index
becomes intensity-dependent
n = n0 + n2 I(r, t).

(2.29)

where n0 is an ordinary and n2 is a nonlinear refractive index.
Spatial variation of intensity in transverse plane transfers to a spatial dependent
index of refraction. Therefore, different phase is acquired at different points of
the beam and wavefronts bend. Depending on the sign of n2 and beam transverse
profile, beam will usually either focus or defocus. Due to this self-induced focusing,
this non-linear process got its name, i.e self-focusing. For a Gaussian beam given by
(2.16), the phase term acquired after propagation through a thin piece of medium
of thickness ∆z is
e−ikz ∆z = e−i

2
2
2π∆z
(n0 +n2 I0 e−2ρ /w (z) )
λ

≈ e−i

2π∆z
(n0 +n2 I0 (1−2ρ2 /w2 (z))
λ

.

(2.30)

In the last term we can recognize a phase function of a lens with a focal length
fNL =

w2 (z)
.
4n2 I0 ∆z

(2.31)

However, for more accurate propagation of a beam its diffraction should also be
taken into account, as well as continuous change of intensity. An accurate analysis
of propagation over a longer distance is only possible via numerical simulation.
Nevertheless an estimation of critical power (also-called self-trapping power)
Pcrit =

λ2
,
8πn0 n2

(2.32)

can be made at which diffraction and self-focusing compensate, beam gets “trapped”,
i.e. doesn’t diverge at all [6]. For higher powers and longer medium a catastrophic
self-focusing can occur, where beam focuses so tight that it damages the medium.
Similarly as spatial, temporal variation of intensity also leads to a phase variation
and time-dependent phase. Therefore, a pulse gains chirp and its spectrum broadens,
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whereas its envelope doesn’t change. When SPM is really strong, a spectrum can
broaden to such an extent that white light (continuum) is generated. While SPM is
a main mechanism behind, also other nonlinear effects like self-focusing contribute,
so that it’s a very complicated problem to treat theoretically. On the other hand it
is quite easy to observe it in the lab making one sure that nonlinear processes are
transforming an original pulse.

2.2

High harmonic generation

High harmonic generation is a highly non-linear process, taking place when short,
linearly polarized, intense (I > 1013 W/cm2 ) laser pulse interacts with matter, usually a noble gas, resulting in emission of light consisting of integer (odd) multiples
of fundamental laser frequency. High harmonic (HH) radiation has a characteristic
spectrum with a quick fall off of low-order harmonics, extended plateau of harmonics with approximately constant intensity and a sharp cut off. In gases, it was
first observed in 1980s by McPherson et al. [18] and Ferray et al. [19]. Existence
of plateau, where harmonics intensity doesn’t follow an usual intensity scaling law
Iq ∝ I q , lead them to a conclusion that high harmonic generation (HHG) is another
type of non-linearity, which cannot be described by perturbative theory.
A very intuitive physical insight into the HHG was given by a semi-classical “three
step” or “simple man’s” model introduced by Kulander et al. [20] and Corkum [21].
According to this model, single atom response in HHG process consists of three
steps: ionization, propagation of free electron and recombination with a parent ion,
when an extent of energy is released by emission of HH photon. Although quite
simple model, it turned out to be a real breakthrough in understanding of HHG: on
one hand it explained several properties of HH radiation and on the other hand it
served (and it still does) experimentalists as a very intuitive picture when tweaking
laser parameters in order to control and optimize the process.
Since the discovery of HHG a lot of work had been done in order to generate
higher harmonic orders, increase conversion efficiency and explore potential applications of HHG (see [22] for review). Besides, HHG opened the way to the new
chapter in ultra fast physics, i.e. attosecond physics, via generation of sub-fs bursts
of light in a controlled manner.
However, only a basic theory required for understanding of experiments in this
work will be explained within this section. First, single atom response and relations
to some macroscopic observables are derived. Next, phase matching as a necessary
condition for efficient HHG and other propagation effects are discussed. Finally
we take a look on some general characteristics of HH radiation, which were mainly
studied in this work.

2.2.1

Single-atom response

To understand the mechanism behind frequency conversion in HHG process, we
should first take a look how a single atom responds to a very intense light. While
other more rigorous theories exist, we will stick here to the semi-classical three-step
model of HHG, which explains most of the characteristics of HH radiation relevant
for this work. It is based on the single-active electron (SAE) approximation, which
assumes that only one electron of the atom interacts with the laser field, whereas
12
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Wkin
Ip

~ω = Ip + Wkin
Ip

propagation

ionization

recombination

Figure 2.4: Three step model of HHG: blue circle with a full frame denotes an
electron at the end and the brighter one with dotted frame at the beginning of
a single step. Coulomb electronic potential (gray dashed curve in the middle
two pictures) is modified due to the electric field of intense light pulse (red dashdotted). A barrier is formed through which an electron tunnels with certain
probability (1). Once set free, it propagates under the effect of oscillatory electric
field (2) until it comes back in the vicinity of the parent ion where they can
recombine (3). In that case, a photon carrying the excess of the energy, i.e. a
sum of ionization and kinetic energy, is emitted.

others, together with the core, form an effective static potential. A schematic illustration of three-step model is shown in figure 2.4.
When an atom is exposed to the light with intensity I ≈ 1014 W/cm2 and corresponding electric field on the order of atomic electric field, the potential which electron feels changes significantly. The modified potential has a finite barrier through
which an electron can leave the atom with certain probability via tunneling. Once
freed, it gets accelerated by the light field and moves away from the ion. However,
when the driving field changes its sign, a free electron gets first decelerated and
then accelerated back to its parent ion. While several scenarios are possible, the one
relevant for this work is HHG. In that case, electron recombines with its parent ion
and an excesses of energy is released via emission of a single photon.
Ionization
To bridge the ionization potential Ip that binds an electron to the nucleus, several
low-energy photons have to be absorbed. It’s a non-linear process called multiphoton ionization (MPI) and can be described perturbatively. The probability to
ionize an atom with n photons is proportional to the n-th power of light intensity
and decreases with the number of photons required. Therefore, it’s more probable
to ionize an atom with shorter-wavelength light. If the intensity is increased further on, one enters the non-perturbative above-threshold-ionization (ATI) regime,
where even more photons than required for ionization are absorbed. The excess
of energy is transformed into kinetic energy of released photoelectrons, what leads
to a characteristic photoelectron spectrum with peaks separated by driving photon
energy.
Another interpretation of ionization mechanism for sufficiently strong low-frequency
field is possible through a quasi-static model. Here bound electron experiences an
effective potential Veff = VC +eE ·r, which is a sum of Coulomb potential of the core
VC and a part due to the instantaneous laser field E. The effective potential has
a barrier (see figure 2.4) through which an electron can tunnel. An instantaneous
13
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ionization rate is then given by a tunneling rate, which can be calculated for given
laser parameters and atomic species using one of the existing models (e.g. ADK
[23], PPT [24]).
To distinguish between multi-photon and tunnel ionization Keldysh parameter
was introduced [25]
s
Ip
,
(2.33)
γK =
2Up
comparing a frequency of driving fundamental optical field and tunneling frequency.
Here Up is a ponderomotive energy, i.e. an average quiver energy of a free electron
in oscillatory electric field E(t) = E0 cos(ω0 t) given by
e2 E02
Up =
∝ Iλ2
2
4me ω0

(2.34)

where me is electron mass, and I and λ are intensity and wavelength of the driving
laser field respectively. For γK  1 tunneling dynamics prevails, while for γK  1
MPI is a dominant mechanism for ionization. By increasing a laser intensity further
on, a potential barrier is getting narrower until it vanishes and an electron can
freely escape. This regime is know as over-barrier ionization. The critical intensity
to ionize a xenon atom this way is Ic = 8.7 × 1013 W/cm2 .
Propagation
Once an electron is set free, its evolution described within frames of a semi-classical
three-step model follows laws of classical mechanics. Neglecting the effect of the core
potential and assuming that light is linearly polarized in x direction, the equation
of motion is simply the following
me ẍ = −eE0 cos(ω0 t)

(2.35)

As long as we don’t use few-cycle pulses, E0 can be considered constant within one
optical cycle. Next, we assume the initial position and velocity of the free electron at
the time of ionization ti to be both zero. Integration of the (2.35) gives the solution
for the velocity
eE0
[sin(ω0 t) − sin(ω0 ti )]
(2.36)
ẋ = −
me ω0
and further on for the trajectory
x=

eE0
[cos(ω0 t) − cos(ω0 ti ) + sin(ω0 ti )(ω0 t − ω0 ti )]
me ω02

(2.37)

The constant term sin(ω0 ti ) in (2.36) can be recognized as a drift velocity that leads
an electron away from the core. In figure 2.5, different possible trajectories are
shown. Only electrons that come to the vicinity of the their parent ion at least once
again before they are pulled away by the laser field, can contribute to the HHG.
Therefore, the relevant trajectories are the ones, which cross the zero point x = 0
at later times tr > ti when recombination can take place. The recombination time
tr doesn’t have an analytical expression, but its value can be found numerically by
setting x = 0 in (2.37). Now a kinetic energy of the electron at the recollision
Wkin (ti ) for the given ti can be extracted. Kinetic energies at the recollision for
different ionization times is shown in figure 2.5.
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Figure 2.5: Electron trajectories and corresponding kinetic energies at the recollision with the parent ion for different ionization times: on the upper part
three different electron trajectories are shown together with a driving laser field
(black). Normalization unit for electron position x is x0 = meEω02 . ’Long’ (red),
e 0
’short’ (blue) and trajectory of an electron that doesn’t recollide (green) start according to the ionization time and cross zero axis at recombination time. On the
lower part, a kinetic energy in units of ponderomotive energy versus ionization
(full curve) and recombination (dashed curve) time is plotted, where red and blue
color again mark ’long’ and ’short’ trajectories. Note that energies for the second
half of the optical cycle would look the same only shifted to later times but were
omitted here for the sake of clarity.

Recombination
Whether an electron can potentially recombine with its parent ion and what amount
of energy will the emitted photon carry away depends on the ionization time ti . As
can be seen in figure 2.5, only electrons freed in the first quarter of optical cycle of
duration T0 will recollide with the parent ion, while the ones released in the second
quarter will be immediately pulled away and are lost for HHG. On the other hand,
certain electron trajectories even pass the core several times. However, due to the
spread of the electron wave packet, recombination is the most probable at the first
return.
When a recombination takes place, a photon is emitted with an energy
~ωHH = Wkin (tr ) + Ip .

(2.38)

It’s a sum of kinetic energy of the electron at the recollision Wkin (tt ) and ionization
energy. Here ~ is a reduced Planck constant and ωHH is an angular frequency of
the emitted photon. The highest photon energy corresponds to the ionization time
ti = 0.05 T0 and kinetic energy Wkin ≈ 3.2 Up at the recollision. It also determines
the cut-off frequency in HH spectrum. While ionization rate is the highest at field’s
maximum at ti = 0, those electrons return with zero velocity. However, laser field is
sufficiently strong around ti = 0.05 T0 , when electrons which eventually contribute
to the photons with highest energies are set free. Therefore, a conversion efficiency
remains high for high-order harmonics, resulting in the plateau in HH spectrum.
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Except for the maximal (cut-off) energy, there are two trajectories with different
ionization and recombination times for each Wkin as shown in figure 2.5. They are
named ‘short’ and ‘long’, because electrons are set free for different amount of time.
Those corresponding to the ’long’ trajectory are released earlier and recombined
later and vice versa. While they contribute to the same harmonic order, the phase
of the emitted radiation differs for each trajectory, which brings up some important
macroscopic effects, as we will see later.
The same process of ionization and recombination with photoemission repeats
every half a cycle. Radiation bursts which occur twice per laser period manifests in
frequency domain as peaks separated by twice the carrier frequency of the driving
light pulse, what can indeed be seen in HH spectrum.
Besides HHG, there are also another possible processes at the recollision: an
elastic scattering of the electron with the atom which contributes to the abovethreshold-ionization (ATI) with its characteristic photoelectron spectra [26] and inelastic scattering or non-sequential double ionization (NSDI), in which a electron
collides with a parent ion and kicks out another electron [27].
To conclude, the simple man’s model is a semi-classical model in regards that
it explains ionization through quantum tunneling effect, while treats a subsequent
motion of electron classically. At the end, the recombination is again explained
using quantum physics arguments. However, despite its strong approximations, the
simple man’s model gives an physical insight into HHG and successfully predicts
the position of the cut-off frequency in HH spectrum. It also incorporates the
contribution of different trajectories to HHG signal, but fails to accurately predict
their phases.
On the other hand, it has some severe limitations: it is restricted to harmonic
orders with energies larger than ionization potential as photons with ~ωHH < Ip
would require a negative kinetic energy at recombination according to (2.38). Besides that, it doesn’t explain a very important feature of HH radiation, namely its
coherence. Many quantum effects such as quantum diffusion of wave packets and
quantum interference are also not included [28].
A fully quantum and exact theory of HHG can be formulated in terms of solution
of time-dependent Schrödinger equation (TDSE). However, it is very time consuming
to solve TDSE in order to optimize experimental parameters. An intermediate way
is a Lewenstein model [28], which is a fully quantum mechanical analog to the
simple-man’s model. It consists of same three steps, but explains another features
of HH radiation in addition, e.g. coherence and intensity dependent phase. Due
to its partial analytic results it allows rapid calculation of single atom response
[29]. Emission from single dipoles can be then added coherently in order to obtain
experimentally observable macroscopic response.

2.2.2

Macroscopic response and propagation

The understanding of single atom response to intense light pulse is necessary to
explain the origins of HHG. However, several macroscopic effects within non-linear
medium determine the efficiency of HHG and consequently the total harmonic yield.
We will consider here as a non-linear medium a gas target in a form of a pressurized
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gas cell or of a gas jet emitted from a pressurized nozzle and free-focusing geometry2 .
In that case, the most important and most limiting processes are [31]:
• Reabsortion of the HH radiation within the gas target and along the beam
path,
• Defocusing of the fundamental beam due to the self-generated plasma,
• Phase mismatch between harmonic and driving field.
In following, we will take a detailed look in the most notable among them, i.e. phase
matching and just briefly comment on the other two.
Phase matching
Macroscopic response of the gas target to intense laser field is a coherent sum of
contributions from single emitting dipoles (atoms) together with propagation effects, e.g. absorption and diffraction. Constructive interference of single emitters
is required for overall frequency conversion to be efficient. In other words, while
harmonic field is building up within the gas target, it is necessary that the part
generated at the front is in phase with the one generated at the back of the gas
target, otherwise destructive interference would occur. This can be achieved by
phase-matching the polarization wave induced by the driving (fundamental) field
and the building-up harmonic wave [32], so that phase mismatch
∆Φ(r, z, t) = qΦ1 (r, z, t) − Φq (r, z, t)

(2.39)

is kept constant. Here q is a harmonic order, Φ1 is the phase of the fundamental
field and Φq is the field of the q-th harmonic. For now, we will neglect the time- and
radial-dependence of the phase terms and consider a phase-matching on the beam
axis.
Assuming that a driving laser beam is a Gaussian beam defined by (2.16), its
on-axis phase can be written as


z
ω1
−1
.
(2.40)
Φ1 = [1 + δnp (ω1 ) + δng (ω1 )] z − tan
c
zR1
Here the effective refractive index of the target consists from contribution of vacuum
(1), laser generated plasma (δnp ) and the neutral gas (δng ). The second term is Gouy
phase and arises from focusing. A phase shift of π/4 is acquired from focus to the
Rayleigh range zR1 . The phase of harmonic field has a similar form


αql,s I0
ωq
z
−1
+
(2.41)
Φq = [1 + δnp (ωq ) + δng (ωq )] z − tan
c
zRq
1 + (z/zR1 )2
with an additional intensity-dependent term, originating from single harmonic dipole
[33]. It is related to the time that free electron spends in the laser field (2nd step in
three-step model). Therefore, there are two different values of the proportionality
constant αql,s for a long and a short trajectory. They differ for roughly an order of
2

Another common geometry used consists of a hollow-core fiber [30] or a capillary tube filled
with gas
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magnitude (αql ≈ 10−13 cm2 /W and αqs ≈ 10−14 cm2 /W), so that phase matching
in general cannot be fulfilled for both trajectories simultaneously. The harmonic
beam is assumed to be of Gaussian shape too. The Rayleigh range of the harmonic
beam zRq is usually smaller but comparable to the one of fundamental. The phase
mismatch can now finally be evaluated


αql,s I0
z
qω1
−1
z−(q−1) tan
−
∆Φ = [∆np (ω1 , ωq )+∆ng (ω1 , ωq )]
. (2.42)
c
zR1
1 + (z/zR1 )2
The first term is a dispersive term and contributes to the phase mismatch due to
different refractive index at fundamental and harmonic frequencies ∆np,g (ω1 , ωq ) =
δnp,g (ω1 ) − δnp,g (ωq ). While for low-order harmonic generation in crystals this term
is tuned to zero by exploiting birefringent properties of the crystal, in HHG it can
help us compensate other two terms, i.e. Gouy and dipole phase.
From (2.42) it is clear, that phase mismatch ∆Φ varies significantly through the
focus. A common way to quantify this change is by calculating a coherence length
Lcoh =

π
∂∆Φ(r=0,z)
∂z

.

(2.43)

It defines the length scale at which phase mismatch is small enough for harmonic
emission from different positions to add up constructively.
In figure 2.6, both phase mismatch ∆Φ and coherence length are shown for a realistic case with parameters as in our experiment. However, dispersive term was not
included due to missing information of plasma and neutral atoms density. A Gouy
phase monotonically increases along the axis, while the intensity-dependent dipole
phase is symmetric over the focus and starts decreasing after the focus. Around
z ≈ 6 mm the change of both contributions cancel each other out, such that the
phase mismatch becomes constant. However, phase-matching is only full-filled in
this point, but drastically worsens on both sides before and after this optimal position. A general rule thus usually applies that the length of the target should be
kept roughly one order-of-magnitude shorter than zR1 . The dipole phase belonging
to the ’long’ trajectory with larger αq was chosen for the results shown in figure 2.6.
Other macroscopic effects
Two other effects, namely absorption and ionization also play a significant role in
HHG. Almost all materials absorb radiation in EUV spectral range to which highorder harmonics usually belong. That’s why HHG has to be performed in vacuum.
However, we need a non-linear material for frequency conversion, which is an noble
gas in our case and it absorbs EUV light as well. Even for the perfect phasematching, harmonic yield would saturate because of the absorption in the gas target.
For a moderate phase mismatch and loose focusing conditions, Constant et. al
[34] derived ’rules of thumb’ for the optimal medium length Lmed < 3Labs and
Lcoh > 5Labs , which serves as a good starting point when optimizing HHG process.
Here, Labs is absorption length defined as a distance at which transmitted harmonic
power falls to 1/e value of its initial value.
Ionization of the gas target alters HHG conditions in several ways. Degree of
ionization depends on laser intensity and pulse duration. On-axis plasma density is
thus higher than in the off-axis region. As δnp < 0 plasma forms a diverging lens for
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Figure 2.6: Phase mismatch (black, full) and corresponding coherence length
(red) for experimental condition as in our setup with f = 750 mm lens used for
focusing: only Gouy (dot-dashed) and intensity-dependent dipole phase (dashed)
are considered to contribute, while dispersive term of plasma and neutral gas were
omitted due to unknown gas density in the target. The range of horizontal axis
spreads over two times the Rayleigh range zR1 ≈ 22 mm on both sides of the
focus. Around z ≈ 6 phase mismatch has a local extreme and gets a bit flatter.
The best position for the gas target concerning the phase matching is thus the
interval from 0 to 10 mm where phase mismatch changes for a total of less than
π/2.

a laser beam. This so-called plasma defocusing counteracts the focusing of driving
beam. Therefore, lower intensities are reached in the gas target compared to focusing
in vacuum. Inhomogeneities in the gas target also transfer to inhomogeneous plasma
distribution. This induces distortions in the laser as well as HH beam. Another
important consequence of ionization is the depletion of the atomic population and
thus reduced number of potential emitters of HH radiation. However, by tuning
plasma contribution to refractive index δnp phase-matching along the beam axis
can be achieved. As negative effects of ionization prevail, anyway in general one
tries to minimize the presence of plasma.
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2.2.3

General characteristics of high harmonic radiation

In following section we will briefly review some characteristics of HH radiation which
have been studied in this work.
Harmonic spectrum
A schematic representation of HH spectrum is shown in figure 2.7. Its specific shape
caught scientist’s attention right at the discovery of HHG and “guided” them in
formulation of theoretical models of the new non-linear process. First important
feature is that only odd harmonics of the fundamental frequency are present. It can
be explained through the three-step model in the following way: every half-a-cycle,
electrons tunnel and recollide with the atom. At the recollision a sub-femtosecond
burst of EUV photons are emitted. Except for few-cycle pulses, the driving field
consists of several cycles leading to repetitive bursts also called train of attosecond
pulses [35]. Assuming that the non-linear medium is symmetric, it will interact with
the first and the second half of pulse cycle in the same way. However, there will
be a phase shift of π between two consecutive bursts due to the change of direction
of electrical field. In frequency domain, train of pulses with repetition time T0 /2
is represented as a comb with a separation T2π/2 = 2ω1 . The phase shift leads to
destructive interference of even harmonics so that only odd harmonics remain in
the spectrum. Nevertheless, by breaking the symmetry either by introducing a
asymmetric molecules as a gas target [36] or by adding a second harmonic of the
driving laser pulse [37] even harmonics can be generated as well.
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low-order
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Figure 2.7: Schematical representation of harmonic spectrum.

Another characteristics is an existence of three different regions within harmonic
spectrum: low-order harmonics, which can still be described within the lowest-order
perturbative theory, belong to the first part. Their intensity Iq follows the usual
potential law Iq ∝ I1q and decreases quickly with an increasing harmonic order q.
Here I1 is intensity of a driving laser. Next is a plateau region with several harmonic
orders of comparable intensity. Their intensity follows a different scaling law
Iq ∝ I1p

with p < q,
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as they already belong to the non-perturbative regime. The parameter p is roughly
the same for the harmonics within the plateau, but can vary for different experimental conditions. In the last, cut-off region around the cut-off frequency, intensity
of harmonics suddenly drops off. It was one of the first major goals to extend this
cut-off region to higher orders [29] and by now harmonic orders > 5000 have been
reached [38].
Beam quality
A HH beam is emitted collinearly with a fundamental beam, but has a smaller
diameter and divergence, because HHG takes place only within the region with
sufficient intensity of the driving beam. While divergence was found to be constant
for harmonics in the plateau region, it decreases with increasing order for the cut-off
harmonics [39]. A quantitative estimation for the divergence of the q-th harmonic
√
order θq ≈ pθ1 /q can be made. It’s based on assumption that harmonic beam
is simply rescaled driving beam according to the effective power law (2.44) for the
harmonic frequency (wavelength) [40]. While measured divergences reasonably agree
with this approximation, it has been shown that aberrations of the fundamental
beam are not simply imprinted onto the harmonics beam [41].
Systematic investigations on dependence of spatial properties on generation conditions found that beam shape varies significantly with a position of the gas target
relative to the focus of the driving beam [39], [42]. The HH beam was round and
almost Gaussian, when a gas target was placed after the focus, but became annular
and distorted when moved into the focus. This effect was attributed to the combination of ionization-induced distortions and intensity-dependent dipole phase. Due
to the higher plasma density on the beam axis, phase-matching can be in certain
conditions achieved off-axis only at the ring around the beam axis. It results in
a donut-shaped far-field beam pattern. When phase-matching was simultaneously
fulfilled (or at least partially) for ‘short’ and ‘long’ trajectory contributions, a distorted beam profile was observed with the wide platform belonging to the more
divergent ‘long’ trajectory and a narrow centered peak [43]. However, in more recent experiments it has been shown that at the optimal generation conditions in
terms of conversion efficiency, simultaneously the most regular beam shapes were
obtained [41].
Optimization of conversion efficiency
Conversion efficiency for harmonic order q is defined as the ratio between energy of
q-th harmonic Eq and energy of the driving pulse Epulse
ηq =

Eq
.
Epulse

(2.45)

It has been one of the main goals since the discovery of HHG to increase its very low
conversion efficiency. The process of optimization includes finding optimal driving
laser parameters (pulse duration, wavelength) and focusing, selecting the design of
the gas target (length, type of the target, e.g. nozzle, cell, fiber) and adjusting
the interacting medium (gas type, pressure). While there is no general formula to
predetermine optimal parameters, some general trends exist.
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Table 2.2: Conversion efficiency of HHG in xenon with Ti:sapphire based systems
for 13th and 15th harmonic order. For comparison, experimental parameters, i.e.
pulse duration τ and energy E, focusing geometry (focal length f ), focal spot
radius w0 and target type are listed where available.
τ [fs]
Constant et
al. [34]

Takahashi
et al. [45]
Hergott
al. [46]

et

Suda et al.
[47]

40

35

60

22

E [mJ]

1.5

f [m]

1

14

5

25

5

4.3

2

14

4

w0 [µm]

125

210

target

η [×10−5 ]

jet from 800
µm nozzle

0.5 (H13)

hollow-core
fiber (4cm)

4 (H15)

14 cm gas
cell

30 (H13)

nozzle
(0.3-3) mm

6 (H15)
1 (H15)

300

gas cell

44 (H13)

One usually starts with the selection of the gas according to the harmonic order
to be generated. Lighter noble gases have higher ionization potential and are thus
suitable to generation of the highest orders. However, the recombination crosssection is larger for heavier gases making xenon an optimal selection for generation
of harmonics around 60 nm. While laser parameters are in general set by the laser
available in the lab, both shorter pulses and shorter wavelengths are preferable. Yet,
an impact of the pulse duration on the conversion efficiency varies with the gas type
and regime (plateau or cut-off) to which harmonic belongs. It is strongest for cut-off
harmonics in heavier gases [44].
In order to increase the HH yield, more atoms should be available to interact with
the light. One way is to increase the interaction volume by increasing the beam size.
This requires a more powerful laser to keep intensity in the focus unchanged. Another option is higher pressure in the gas target and consequently increased number
density of the gas within interaction volume. However, this enhances reabsorption
and worsens phase-matching. The same is true for longer gas targets.
In table 2.2, a few experiments of HHG in xenon are listed with generation
parameters and conversion efficiencies for 13th or 15th harmonic. They were all
performed with a Ti:sapphire based laser systems with a central (carrier) wavelength
around 800 nm and can be thus compared with our experiment. Due to the relatively
high pulse energies and short pulses, loose focusing could have been applied and
highest conversion efficiencies so far have been achieved.

2.3

Optics in EUV spectral range

EUV radiation is part of electromagnetic spectrum between UV and soft X-rays
spanning wavelengths from 10 to 120 nm, corresponding to photon energies of 120
eV to 10 eV respectively. Large number of atomic resonances take place within this
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energy range leading to extremely high absorption of light in all materials within
nanometers and micrometers as well as in air [48]. This brings great experimental
and technological challenges, because all system components (source, optics, detectors, sample, etc.) have to be placed in vacuum. Also, most of the transmissive,
refractive optics, which is available in visible and IR cannot be used. However,
following chapter is not meant to review the field, but to introduce basic relations
necessary for the understanding of this work as well as to address those challenges
that we encountered.

2.3.1

Optical constants

The intensity of generated EUV light via HHG in our experiments was always weak
enough, so that nonlinear response of the medium could be neglected. The absorptive and dispersive medium can be thus fully described via a wavelength-dependent
refractive index
ñ(λ) = n(λ) + iκ(λ),
(2.46)
which is now a complex quantity3 . The real part n(λ) contains information on
dispersion of the medium, while imaginary part κ(λ) on absorption.
For photon energies larger than 30 eV, refractive index is related to scattering
factors f1 (λ) and f2 (λ) of individual atoms through relation [49]
ñ(λ) = 1 −

X
1
re λ2
Nj (f1,j + if2,j ),
2π
j

(2.47)

where Nj is the number of atoms of type j per unit volume and re is the classical
electron radius. Atomic scattering factors are determined through photoabsorption
measurements of elements in their elemental state. Molecules or condensed matter
composed from several atomic species are usualy modeled as a collection of noninteracting atoms [48].
In the process of the design of experiments as well as for data analysis, I made use
of different collections of optical constants of materials. A very useful source is an
online database of Center for X-Ray Optics (CXRO) at Lawrence Berkeley National
Laboratory [50] with values of atomic scattering factors for photon energies higher
than 30 eV and 10 eV for f1 and f2 respectively. Additionally, there are also online
calculators for transmittance of solids or gases and reflectivity of mirrors, which
served as a double check. For wavelength range not available in [50], values for n
and κ were also taken from [51] or [52].
Transmittance
The transmittance of an absorptive element, T , is defined as a ratio between the
output and input intensity. In case of the homogeneous medium with refractive
index ñ and length L, it equals
T (λ) =

Iout
= e−µ(λ)L
Iin

3

(2.48)

Refractive index is in general complex, but we neglected the imaginary part when talking about
propagation of IR light, because absorption in the elements in the beam path was so weak
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where µ(λ) is absorption coefficent of the medium related to the imaginary part of
refractive index by
4π
µ(λ) =
κ(λ).
(2.49)
λ
The equation (2.48) is called Beer-Lambert law. It can be further extended to the
non-homogeneous media,
T (λ) = e−

RL
0

µ(z)dz

= e−σ

RL
0

N (z)dz

.

(2.50)

where, for example, number density of absorbers N varies along propagation direction z. Here σ(λ) is photoabsorption cross section of single absorber, e.g. an atom
or molecule, proportional to imaginary part of atomic scattering factor f2 (λ)
σ(λ) = 2re λf2 (λ).

(2.51)

An example of non-homogeneous absorbing medium is residual noble gas in vacuum
chambers in HHG experiments, released from the gas target. The number density
of absorbers, i.e. gas atoms, decreases further away we go from the gas target.

2.3.2

Thin metal filters

In many experiments which employ HHG as a source of EUV light one has to
separate the HH beam from the residual driving beam to avoid its interaction with
the target. Several schemes have been proposed and demonstrated to solve this
problem: a Si/SiC plate at Brewster angle [53], diffraction gratings [54], a dichroic
beam-splitter [55], annular fundamental beam [56], etc. However, the most common
way is to use several hundreds nm thin metal foils (TMF) to block laser beam, while
transmitting significant amount of EUV light [57].
One can choose among several materials offered by manufacturers (Lebow, Luxel)
in order to fit transmission window to the desired wavelength range. For our experiments aluminum (Al) and tin (Sn) filters are appropriate, which can be both
used as a band pass filter around 60 nm. Modeled transmittance of 200 nm thick
Al and Sn foil is 0.63 and 0.22 for 60 nm light and 3 × 10−12 and 7 × 10−10 for the
810 nm light of the driving laser respectively. Aluminum TMFs are thus the best
suitable candidate and were installed in our setup. However, aluminum oxidizes
immediately when exposed to air forming few nanometers thick layer of aluminum
oxide. Besides, already at manufacturer, TMFs have some pinholes caused by dust
or deposition effects during manufacturing, the number of which increases with decreasing thickness of the foil. Therefore, several TMFs usually have to be employed
reducing the available EUV flux.

2.3.3

EUV mirrors

High absorption of EUV light in all materials prevents usage of refractive optics
for focusing. Therefore, either mirrors or Fresnel zone plates are usually employed.
Focusing of HHs with zone plates was achieved in several experiments ([58] and references therein), but as zone plates aren’t matter of our experiments we won’t discuss
them here. Anyway, a more common focusing elements are mirrors of spherical and
aspherical shape (paraboloid, ellipsoid, toroid) coated with a single or multiple layers of precisely chosen material optimal for the wavelength range of an EUV source.
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However, performance of mirrors in EUV is much worse compared to IR and visible,
mostly due to weak reflectivity and imperfections of the surface.
Reflectivity from a semi-infinite medium with a (complex) refractive index ñ for
a s- or p-polarized light incident at angle φ according to the normal of the surface
are given by Fresnel equations [48]:
p
2
ñ2 − sin2 φ
p
,
Rs =
cos φ + ñ2 − sin2 φ
cos φ −

p
2
ñ2 − sin2 φ
p
Rp =
.
ñ2 cos φ + ñ2 − sin2 φ
ñ2 cos φ −

(2.52)

It’s assumed here, that light propagates in vacuum with refractive index of 1. The
upper equations are the same as in the case of a lossless medium only that refractive
index is now a complex value. This has some direct consequences: for a custom
linearly polarized light (not s or p), different phase change will be introduced upon
reflection for s and p part, such that reflected light becomes elliptically polarized
[59]. Also, at Brewster’s angle for p-polarized light there is finite reflection (see
figure 2.8). However, none of these effects is a limiting factor for the poor mirror
performance.
If we evaluate equation (2.52) for normal incidence,
Rs = Rp =

1 − ñ
1 + ñ

2

=

(1 − n)2 + κ2
(1 + n)2 + κ2

(2.53)

we can see, that high reflectivity from a single layer requires that either real or
imaginary part of refractive index of the medium (or both) are much larger than
refractive index of vacuum, i.e. 1. For EUV light this is not the case so reflectivities
are in general quite low (compared to IR and visible). At 60 to 100 nm, best
candidates are SiC and B4 C with a reflectance at normal incidence of 30 − 35%,
while below 65 nm, single layers of few metals like Pt, Ir and Os reflect up to
20 − 35% [60]. Investigations of new coating materials is therefore an active area of
research.
To increase reflectivity of the mirror, one can reflect light at angles far from the
surface normal, also-called grazing angles. As shown in figure 2.8, reflection above
80% is achieved for radiation of any polarization for angles > 85◦ . However, price
we pay is reduced numerical aperture and potentially high aberrations.
Large reflectivity can also be obtained from mirrors with multilayer interference
coatings. In that case, alternating layers of two materials are stacked on each other,
such that multiple weak reflections from each interface add up constructively. Such
mirrors are carefully designed for specific wavelength and angle of incidence such that
Bragg’s law is fulfilled [48]. For normal incidence, a thickness of single material layer
is approximately λ/2. The highest reflectivity up to 70% was achieved with Mo/Si
multilayer targeted for λ = 13.5 nm, operational wavelength of next-generation EUV
lithography machines [61]. At 60 nm, no transmittive materials are available as well
as layers have to be thicker. This limits the performance to an estimated reflection of
≈ 40 % for Mg/SiC multilayer mirrors [62]. Another advantage of multilayer mirrors
is their high reflectance in a narrow band making them suitable for band-pass filters,
e.g. to select a harmonic order.
For real mirrors, the reflectance gets even worse as mirror’s surface is not ideally smooth resulting in additional losses due to scattered light. A common model
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0

Figure 2.8: Calculated wavelength- (left) and incident angle-dependence (right)
of reflectivity from an ideally smooth gold mirror for s- (full) and p-polarized
(dashed) light and Debye-Weller factor (DBW, red) for a real rough surface with
σ = 6 nm according to (2.54). For the left figure an incident angle of 45◦ and for
the right λ = 60 nm were assumed. Data for refractive index were taken from
[52].

for reflection from rough surface adds a Debye-Waller correction factor to Fresnel
reflectance from perfectly flat surface Rs,p [63]
" 
2 #
4πσR cos φ
R = Rs,p × exp −
.
(2.54)
λ
Here σR is called a surface roughness, i.e. a mean value of variation of surface’s
height. A Debye-Waller factor evaluated for different wavelengths and incident angles is shown in figure 2.8 (red line). One can see that the effect of rough surface
is stronger for shorter wavelengths and smaller incident angles. However, mirrors
with surface roughness well below 1 nm can be machined nowadays reaching the
precision of few atomic layers [48].
Focusability of high harmonics
A good beam quality and spatial coherence of HH radiation promise the possibility
to focus harmonic beam to diffraction limited spots. Suda et al. [47] investigated the
focusability of high harmonics with different mirrors. They focused a 27th harmonic
at ≈ 30 nm to a 1 µm focal spot, only 1.7 times the diffraction limited value with a
50-mm off-axis parabolic mirror with SiC/Mg multilayer coating and 0.7 nm surface
roughness. A slightly larger focal spot of 2.3 µm was obtained when focusing multiple
harmonics (21st − 33rd ) at the same time using a grazing incidence Pt coated mirror
with 5 nm surface roughness.
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Generation, characterization and
manipulation of ultrashort light
pulses
Generation of HHs requires light intensity on the order of ≈ 1013 − 1014 W/cm2 .
To reach it, one has to confine light in time and space, or in practice, use very
short light pulses and focus them. As ultrashort pulses coming from laser oscillators
usually carry too little energy they should be additionally amplified prior to focusing. Stronger the amplification, less thight we have to focus and higher conversion
efficiency can be achieved. In following chapter all three steps, i.e. generation, amplification and focusing of ultrashort light pulses as utilized in our experiments will
be presented.

3.1

Generation of high-energy ultrashort light pulses
with chirped-pulse amplification system

In figure 3.1 a scheme of the laser-system part of our experimental setup is shown.
A mode-locked laser oscillator seeds a chirp-pulsed-amplification (CPA) system with
ultra-short light pulses, where only every 100000th pulse is selected and amplified.
Both lasers use a titanium sapphire crystal as a gain medium, which emission band is
centered in the near-infrared at 800 nm, while its absorption band maximum lies in
green (490 nm). Thus frequency doubled solid state lasers with neodymium-doped
crystals are used for optical pumping in both cases.
In a mode-locked laser oscillator phases of a great number of highly-coherent
longitudinal modes are phase-locked such that when they sum up, constructive interference occurs for a very short time [31]. The larger is the gain bandwidth of gain
material, the more modes can contribute and thus shorter pulses are generated.
Several techniques exist to phase-lock the modes: active mode-locking requires an
active loss or frequency modulation, while in pasive mode-locked laser oscillators,
light in the resonator is modulated due to its self-interaction with optical elements
within laser cavity. State-of-the-art example of the latter is a Kerr-lens mode locking
(KLM) mechanism, on which the laser oscillator used in this work is based. When
light passes through a Kerr material in the resonator (in our case, it is a titanium sapphire crystal), it experiences a self-focusing effect. Due to this intensity-dependent
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HHG
Nd:YVO4
cw pump laser
3.6 W, 532 nm

Nd:YLF
Q-switched pump laser
1 kHz, 25 W, 527 nm
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100 MHz, 3 nJ
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Figure 3.1: Laser setup in our experiment consists of: 1.) a laser oscillator which
is used as a seed source for 2.) chirped-pulse-amplification system that selects
some of the pulses and boost their intensity for a factor of ≈ 106 . Both have
a Ti:Sapphire crystal as a gain medium, which are pumped with green, in first
case cw- and in second with Q-switched-neodymium-based solid state lasers. After each stage some of the light can be picked up by a glass wedge in order to
measure pulse characteristics: an autocorrelation trace, a spectrum and a beam
profile. In order to reach sufficient intensity for HHG, light beam is focused using
a plano-convex lens. Below the block diagram, an effect of the single component of
CPA-system on light pulse is shown (note that illustration is not in scale). Rainbow colors illustrate a chirped pulse where a delay between different frequency
components were introduced in order to stretch the pulse. Note that the spectrum
of light pulses in our experiment lies in near infrared so that there were almost
no visible-light components.

phenomenon, more intense fluctuations are affected more and get focused tighter.
By placing an aperture in the beam path, intensity-dependent loss is introduced favorizing intense fluctuations to less confined weak ones. After several round-trips the
initially most intense part is boosted furthermore by passing through gain medium,
while other fluctuations are suppressed. This ultrafast self-amplitude modulation
effect can initiate and sustain the formation of an ultrashort light pulse [31].
In detail, the laser oscillator in our setup is a FemtoSource 20, linear-cavity titansaphire laser. It is pumped by a Coherent V1 laser. Due to the KLM mechanism it
is fairly easy to mode-lock the oscillator. Introducing a distortion by moving one of
the end mirrors which is placed on the translation stage, we bring the oscillator in a
mode-locked state. Spectrum and autocorrelation trace of light pulse from oscillator
are shown in figure 3.2. Train of 25-fs pulses leaves the oscillator at the repetition
rate 100 MHz with 300 mW of average power. Each pulse thus carries only 3 nJ
of energy, which is far too little to obtain high intensities to drive highly-nonlinear
processes like HHG, which requires pulses with energy of hundreds of microjoules
or even millijoules. Therefore, pulses have to be amplified first.
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Figure 3.2: (a) An autocorrelation trace and (b) a spectrum (both blue) of the
light pulses from laser oscillator. Assuming a sech2 -shape, pulse duration of 23
fs (FWHM-value) can be extracted from fitted curve (red). According to the
time-bandwidth product 2.1, spectral bandwidth would suffice to generate even
shorter 15.5 fs long pulses, what means that pulses from the oscillator are already
slightly chirped.

Direct amplification of the pulses is not possible, because gain material would
not sustain such high intensities. A solution for this problem - Chirped pulse amplification (CPA) - was developed by Strickland and Morou in 1985 [64], which first
used longer chirped pulses to avoid a gain crystal damage.
In following, the principles of the CPA will be explained on the CPA unit used in
our setup, i.e. Spectra Physics: Spitfire. The first step in CPA process is temporal
stretching of pulses by using a dispersive optical element (or combination of them),
which introduces a large GVD. In our case, it is a combination of grating and
mirrors. When light pulse with its 44 nm wide spectrum hits the grating, its spectral
component are spatially separated. Beam is guided such that redder components
of the dispersed light spectrum travel over longer path than bluer. After several
passes through grating the light pulse exits the stretcher spatially recombined, but
temporally broadened as different frequencies are delayed relative to each other.
The pulse is chirped and up to a factor of 104 longer then original pulse from the
oscillator.
Such a stretched pulse with significantly reduced peak power now safely enters
into a regenerative amplifier. A gain crystal (titanium sapphire) is synchronously
pumped by a Spectra Physics: Empower, 1 kHz Q-switched Nd:YLF laser. The
pulse from a stretcher thus passes through it right after population inversion was
established by a pump pulse. Because there is not enough energy stored in a gain
crystal to amplify all pulses, only every 100000th pulse is selected in order to be able
to boost its energy to millijoule level. Synchronized with the pump pulse, a Pockels
cell is switched on and off, and in combination with λ/4-waveplate and polarization
selective element a single pulse is selected. It then circulates in the regenerative
amplifier with a gain crystal. After single pass its energy increases for a factor of
3-4 [65]. Up to ≈20 passes are possible, before the population inversion in the gain
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Figure 3.3: (a)An autocorrelation trace and (b) a spectrum of amplified light
pulses: pulses are not only amplified, but other characteristics are modified as
well. The autocorrelation reveals that pulses got longer (118 fs) and that their
temporal shape differs from the assumed sech2 . A spectrum is almost 4 times
narrower then of seed pulses and peak shifted to longer wavelengths. Even though
an amount of the dispersion introduced in a compressing phase of the CPA can
be optimized, bandwidth-limited pulse durations (78 fs) cannot be obtained.

crystal vanishes. At this point a second Pockels cell is triggered. The amplified
pulse leaves the amplifier and enters into the last stage - a compressor.
A compressor is in principle the same thing as a stretcher, with one crucial
difference - an opposite sign of the GVD. By introducing a horizontal reflector,
red and blue parts of the pulse are forced to switch their “role” so that red ones
now take the shorter path to catch up with blue ones. To precisely adjust the delay
between different spectral components, a retroreflector in the compressor is mounted
on motorized translation stage. By moving it, one can tune the chirp of the pulse,
which would vanish in optimal case. In our non-ideal case, Spitfire emits four times
longer than original, 110-fs light pulses at 1 kHz repetition rate. However, they are
almost a million times more energetic carrying 2.2 mJ energy each. Spectrum and
autocorrelation trace of amplified light pulses are shown in figure 3.3.

3.2

Characterization and simulation of ultrashort
light pulses propagation

In course of HHG optimization many of the light pulse parameters are varied. To
find an optimal value of this parameters as well as to be sure that they remained
the same during the optimization of others, a power, a beam size, a pulse duration
and a spectrum were monitored. Power at Spitfire’s output varied from maximal
2.31 W at the beginning of the operation and went down to 2.06 W after few
hours. It was not sensitive to the power of seed laser oscillator, but slightly varied
(< 5%) with the spectral bandwidth of the seed pulses. Spectra of the seed laser
and Spitfire were measured by OceanOptics USB 2000 spectrometer. Their typical
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propagation
shapes are shown in figure 3.2b and 3.3b respectively. A pulse duration was indirectly
determined through the intensity autocorrelation measurement assuming a sech2 pulse. The APE Mini autocorrelator in general allows to measure interferometric
autocorrelation as well, but here (see figures 3.2a and 3.3a) the interferometric part
has been averaged out.

3.2.1

Beam characteristics

Knowing the spatial properties of the IR (fundamental, λ ≈ 800 nm) light beam is
of special importance as those properties would be to some extent transfered to the
high harmonics beam. While measuring the IR light is pretty simple, EUV light
demands special detectors, vacuum, etc. and not all of that is alway available. To
be able to at least estimate properties of the high-harmonics beam, the fundamental
beam should be well characterized. Besides that, HHG requires high intensities and
consequently focusing, which should be optimized for the efficient HHG.
Beam profile of the fundamental beam were measured by the Dataray WinCamD
(in focus) and TaperCamD (at the laser output) beam profiling cameras. The image
data were integrated along horizontal (x) and vertical (y) direction in order to get
1D profiles in y and x direction respectively. A Gaussian curve was fitted to the data
to obtain the beam width wx and wy . Another way was to directly fit a Gaussian to
the row and column defined by the pixel with the highest intensity. The difference
between both evaluations was less than 5%.
The beam profile at Spitfire’s output is shown in figure 3.4. To estimate the
divergence of the beam, beam profile was measured also ≈ 1.5 m away from the
output. The relative beam width change was below measurement’s accuracy. M 2
measurement of beam quality was performed by focusing the beam with a 750 mm
lens and measuring the beam profile along the focus. The beam widths in x and y
direction shown in figure 3.5correspond to a Gaussian beam with a Mx2 = 1.19 and
My2 = 1.14.
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Figure 3.4: Beam profile at the output from the CPA laser is slightly elliptic and
decentered. The beam width wx = 3.18 ± 0.03 mm and wy = 3.45 ± 0.04 mm have
been extracted from Gaussian fit to integrated (columns and rows are summed
up) beam profiles in x and y direction.
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Figure 3.5: M 2 measurement of the IR beam focused with a f = 750 mm lens:
beam is very close to ideal Gaussian beam (Mx2 = 1.19 ± 0.04, My2 = 1.14 ± 0.04),
slightly astigmatic and elliptic. It is in agreement with the specified value of the
vendor (M 2 < 1.3). [66]

3.3

Focusing of the IR beam into gas target

In order to generate high harmonics, light intensity of the fundamental laser beam
should be on the order of 1013 − 1014 W/cm2 . For our laser parameters (Epulse = 2.2
mJ, tFWHM = 118 fs) beam radius in the focus should be
r
Ppeak
w20 =
≈ 70 − 200 µm
(3.1)
πI
where Ppeak = 0.88Epulse /tFWHM . The factor of 0.88 is a pulse-shape-specific conversion factor for sech2 -pulse. According to the measurement, our IR beam is well
collimated so we can assume, that the beam waist w10 = 3.2 mm lies just in front
of the lens. The Rayleigh range of such beam zR ≈ 40 m is much larger than the
focal length of the lens flens so that the approximation for radius of the spot size in
the focus can be made
flens λ
.
(3.2)
w20 =
πM 4 w10
From here we can calculate a required focal length of the lens to be flens ≈ 600−2000
mm. In real experiments there were additional losses due to transmission through
rotational wheel filter used for continuously changing intensity of the fundamental
beam, Fresnel back reflection at air-glass interfaces and truncation of the beam
with an iris used for the improvement of beam quality and HHG optimization.
Consequently, we had to use shorter-focal-length lenses (300-1000 mm) and focus
the IR beam to smaller beam spots (30-100 µm).
In figure 3.6 radius of a focal spot is shown for 5 lenses used in the experiment.
The beam at the lens was slightly elliptic (see figure 3.4). Simply placing the lens
in the beam path lead to an astigmatic focusing, i.e. waists of the beam in x and
y direction did not coincide. This effect was minimized by tilting the lens around y
axis for a specific angle ≈ 5◦ −15◦ . On the other hand, tilting the lens also decentered
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Figure 3.6: Beam width of the focused IR beam at the gas target: the measured values are compared with predicted ones according to the Gaussian beam
propagation (3.2) for an ideal Gaussian beam (M 2 = 1) and real Gaussian beam
(Mx2 = 1.19, My2 = 1.14). In agreement with theory, the beam is slightly narrower
in y direction, but the focus is actually tighter then expected for input parameters
2 ). The reason for that is that the lens itself modifies the beam and, depend(Mx,y
ing on the alignment, M 2 value changes. The measured values (see figure 3.5) are
relevant only for that particular case. However, it is a good upper approximation
as all the data points are in vicinity, but still below the predicted value. Data
for the focus of the truncated beam (in course of HHG optimization beam has
been truncated in front of the focusing lens to increase the HH yield) are shown
as well. As expected, due to the smaller beam size at the lens, the beam is larger
at the focus, but surprisingly doesn’t get rounder.

the beam, which therefore left the beam path defined by reference points, i.e. fixed
remaining components of the experimental apparatus. Optimization of the focus
thus required iterative process of tilting and centering lens. In this way an IR
beam was focused to a round and almost diffraction limited (< 20% larger) beam
spots. The reason for not-diffraction-limited focus could be a non-ideal Gaussian
beam (M 2 > 1) and still imperfect alignment. Another possibility to improve focus
is by placing a round aperture in front of the lens. However, this method has a
disadvantage of loosing part of the light and increasing a focal spot size.
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3.3.1

Potential effects of the lens on the light pulse

As explained in chapter 2.1.2, when light pulse travels through a dispersive medium
with a non-zero GVD, different spectral components travel with different group
velocities and consequently pulse stretches according to the equation (2.15). The
effect of material dispersion has been evaluated for on-axis rays. The thickness of
the lens is the largest at the center, so that it is an upper estimation for the pulse
stretching.
However, there is also angular dispersive effect of the singlet lens called pulse
front distortion (PFD) leading to pulse stretching [67]. It was first explained and
evaluated by Bor [68] in ray optics picture. When plane wave transmits through a
lens, it acquire different phase at different radii. The phase difference comes from
different traveling paths through a refractive material. Consequently the phase
fronts become bent and beam focuses or defocuses according to the sign of the lens.
Similarly, pulse fronts - surface coinciding with the peak of the pulse) - get bent
too. Due to the difference between the phase and group velocities, the pulse front
becomes delayed with respect to the phase front. The delay is radially dependent and
therefore different parts of the pulse front do not coincide in focus. The difference
of the delay between center and the edge of the pulse front is [68]


w2
dn
−λ
.
(3.3)
∆tPFD = T (0) − T (w) =
2cf (n − 1)
dλ
In figure 3.7, GVD and PFD effect are schematically illustrated. Except for fewcycle pulses with extremely broad spectral bandwidth, PFD is a dominant mechanism for pulse stretching when focusing ultra-short light pulses with a singlet lens
[7]. It can be completely eliminated by using an achromatic lens that makes a delay between pulse and phase fronts constant. However, achromatic lens requires
additional pieces of refractive material which increases the pulse stretching due to
GVD.
All lenses used for focusing of IR beam were Thorlabs plano-convex anti-reflective
= −0.019363 µm−1 , β2 =
coated lenses made from N-BK7 glass (n = 1.5106, dn
dλ
2
43.714 fs /mm - all at λ = 810 nm [69]). The thickness at the center varied from
2.2 − 2.5 mm for f = 300 − 1000 mm respectively. Pulse stretching due to GVD is
estimated to be ∆tGVD = 2.8 fs and ∆tPFD = 1.8 fs due to PFD. However, initial
pulse duration tFWHM = 118 fs and GVD stretch add in quadrature while PFD is
added directly
q
(3.4)
tnew = t2FWHM + ∆t2GVD + ∆tPFD = 119.8 fs.
As expected, GVD has a practically no effect on pulse duration, while PFD mechanism stretches the pulse for less than 2%. A singlet lens can thus be used for focusing
of driving beam into gas target without fear to significantly worsen the conditions
for HHG.

3.3.2

Self-focusing

Besides the lens, there was another piece of glass in the beam path, namely the
window of the vacuum chamber in which HHG takes place. It was 3 mm thick,
NIR anti-reflective coated and also made from BK-7 glass. Even though BK-7 has
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Figure 3.7: Schematic representation of the effect of the lens on ultra-short light
pulse: blue and red dashed lines represent phase and pulse fronts respectively.
When different part of pulse front travel through lens, they stretch due to GVD
and get delayed in respect to the phase front differently, according to the amount
of the dispersive material they pass through. The positive lens is the thickest at
the center, so the on-axis part of the pulse is broadened and delayed the most.
While lens confine the light beam in transverse direction, it deforms a pulse front
resulting in a extension along the beam axis what is equivalent to stretching of
the pulse in time domain.

relatively low non-linear refractive index n2 = 4.0 × 10−16 cm2 /W [70], our highenergy pulses modified the refractive index through the Kerr-effect as explained in
chapter 2.1.4 to some extent. Radial dependent intensity results in self-focusing,
while through time-dependent intensity temporal phase is modulated and chirp is
introduced (SPM). The effect of the window on the driving beam was first observed
as a rainbow-ring pattern in the far-field after the focus. Due to the SPM new
frequencies or wavelengths were generated, which refracted at different angles. The
problem was solved by adding an extension tube with a window on its end to the
chamber. SPM was thus reduced to the level where no new frequencies in the visible
has been generated. On the other hand self-focusing could still be observed as the
position of the focus shifts for different powers of the laser beam. In following,
self-focusing in lens and mirror will be analyzed.
Both, the lens and the window are thin enough, so that beam size doesn’t change
significantly while propagating through them. Their effect on the beam can be thus
approximated by a thin lens with a focal lengthfNL given by (2.31). Effective focal
length of a lens is


flens fNL
flens
feff =
≈ flens 1 −
(3.5)
flens + fNL
fNL
where the last step could be done, because fflens
 1. The latter ratio has been
NL
evaluated for all 5 lenses and varies from 0.01 to 0.033. Relative change of 3.3% is
the largest for 1000-mm lens, what means that focus position moves for more than
3 cm.
This shift is even more drastic due to the self-focusing in a window. After passing
through lens beam converges and is significantly smaller at the window than it is at
the lens, resulting in higher intensity and consequently stronger self focusing. The
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Figure 3.8: Simulation of focusing of Gaussian beam with different lenses from
f = 300 mm (blue) to f = 1000 mm (purple) with (full line) and without (dashed
line) a window in the beam path. The relative position of window and lens has
been taken into account for each lens configuration. While window and gas target
are fixed, longer focal-lengths lenses are further away from the gas target (and
window) than shorter focal-length lenses. Consequently beam at the window is
significantly smaller, intensity higher and self-focusing more intense.

effect on the focus position and focal spot size can be seen in the figure 3.8, where
propagation of Gaussian beam for different lenses has been simulated. Experimental
configurations with different distances between the lens and the window were taken
into account. Self-focusing is more intense for larger flens , because they had to be
placed further away from the gas target and thus also from window. Similar trends
were observed experimentally, but unfortunately no data were taken. To conclude,
self-focusing decreases the focal spot in all cases what is in general desired. However,
we don’t have a quantitative evaluation of it, therefore it just introduces additional
uncertainty in determination of HHG conditions.
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Characterization and optimization of
HHG
Once sufficiently short light pulses that carry enough energy are available, one simply
has to focus them into a gas target in order to generate high harmonics. However,
for HHG process to be efficient, several experimental parameters have to be tuned.
To evaluate the generation as well as to find a balance among different processes
taking place at the gas target (described in chapter 2.2.2), generated radiation has
to be characterized. Due to the EUV spectral range to which harmonics belong
to, special optical elements, detector and vacuum have to be employed. In the
following chapter an experimental setup for generation and characterization of HH
is presented. Next, typical spectra are shown and briefly analyzed. In the last part,
results of a multi-parameter optimization of 13th harmonic yield are summarized
and general trends are discussed.

4.1

Experimental setup

In figure 4.1, the experimental setup for HHG and spectrum measurement is shown.
It can be coarsely divided in three parts according to their function: HHG takes place
in a vacuum chamber with a gas target, then generated harmonics are spectrally
dispersed using a EUV monochromator and detected with a channeltron, i.e. a
single channel electron multiplier.

4.1.1

Gas target

Laser beam enters into the vacuum chamber through an anti-reflection coated BK7
window and is focused into the gas target. A vacuum chamber had a transparent
lid, so that realignment and observations of plasma were possible, while system was
under vacuum. Two different gas target geometries shown in figure 4.2 were tested.
From a so-called end-fire nozzle a gas jet is blown perpendicular to the beam axis,
while in case of a gas cell a beam enters and leaves the pressurized cell through
small openings. Here, a gas jet is emitted through the openings along the beam axis
affecting both driving and harmonic beam.
The end-fire nozzle was made of glass with a circular aperture with diameter
De.f. = 600 µm. Its relative position to the laser beam could be varied with a
motorized translation stage moving the nozzle in all three directions. When the
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Figure 4.1: Experimental setup for HHG and spectrum measurement: RWF rotating wheel filter, AI - adjustable iris, XYZ - three-axis piezo actuator driven
translation stage, PG - pressure gauge, TP - vacuum turbo pump, IS and OS entrance (input) and exit (output) slit of the EUV monochromator respectively,
RV - regulating valve and TG toroidal grating.

nozzle is moved too close to the beam, it can melt or break. A gas cell was a
simple brass tube, sealed with a Torr seal on one end and with openings of irregular
shape (due to laser ablations from previous experiments). The length of the cell
Lcell = 3 mm is given by a diameter of the tube, while the diameter of the openings
is approximately Dg.c. = 1 mm. It was aligned in transverse plane by monitoring a
transmitted power through the unpressurized cell with attenuated laser beam.
Two noble gases, xenon and argon, were used as a non-linear medium in the
gas target. Backing pressure at gas bottle was kept constant at 2 bars. The gas
pressure at the target could be varied by controlling the gas flow with the regulating
valve (EVR 116 by Pfeiffer Vacuum). The pressure in the vacuum chamber was
monitored with a full-range pressure gauge. A pressure equilibrium was usually
reached within few seconds after applying a gas load. The maximum gas load was
limited by the vacuum turbopump (TM U 200M by Pfeiffer Vacuum), which shut

Lcell
beam axis

D
a)

b)

Figure 4.2: Two different gas target geometries used in this work: a) an end-fire
nozzle and b) a gas cell.
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down automatically at too high gas flow. At typical gas flows the pressure levels in
the chamber were 3.2 × 10−3 and 1.6 × 10−2 mbar for xenon and argon respectively.

4.1.2

EUV monochromator

To spectrally resolve harmonics, HH beam was led into EUV monochromator, Jobin
Yvon LHT 30. It is a grating rotation monochromator with a highly grazing incidence and fixed entrance and exit slit. A diffraction element in the monochromator
is a toroidal holographic grating with groove density γ = 550/mm and horizontal
and vertical radius of curvature R = 1000 mm and ρ = 103 mm respectively. It
is corrected for zero astigmatism and minimized coma[71]. A curved grating serves
both as an imaging and diffracting element, thus reducing reflection losses which
are pretty high in this wavelength range. The monochromator has a fixed angle
2θ = 142◦ between entrance and exit arm of equal length fTG = 320 mm, where fTG
is focal length of toroidal grating. Slits of different width can be used to change the
spectral resolution of the instrument. While it’s desirable to have a sufficient spectral
resolution when measuring spectra, it would be preferable to increase the bandwidth
of the monochromator at fixed harmonic (13th ) so that it is transmitted completely.
However, due to very intense IR driving laser beam a narrow monochromator slits
were used to at least partially block the IR light which might cause damage to the
grating.
Spectra were recorded by rotating the grating. Diffraction angles are given by
grating equation
sin α + sin β = mγλ
(4.1)
where α and β are angles of incident and diffracted rays according to grating’s
normal respectively and m is a diffraction order. As the geometry is fixed, α and β
are related by
α − β = 2θ.
(4.2)
The configuration is thus defined and selected wavelength is given by [72]
mλ =

2
cos θ sin (θ + β)
γ

(4.3)

where θ+β is right the angle the grating has turned from zero order. For a spectrally
broad source that spans at least from λmin to 2λmin , diffraction orders will overlap,
where λmin is the smallest wavelength present. As we will see, this is indeed the case
for HH spectra.

4.1.3

Detection

High harmonics were detected with a single channel electron multiplier (CEM 4839
by Photonis), shortly channeltron or CEM, which was attached to the output of
the EUV monochromator. A differential pumping was applied to achieve required
pressure level (≈ 10−5 mbar) for safe channeltron operation and suppression of
the background signal using two turbo pumps. One (HiPace 300 by Pfeiffer) was
attached to the EUV monochromator and the second one (TMH 071 by Pfeiffer)
to the small chamber between exit slit and a channeltron. The pressure at second
turbo pump in front of the channeltron was measured by a cold-cathode pressure
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gauge and remained constant 1.3 × 10−5 mbar also when gas was released into the
gas target.
A principle of operation of CEM is similar to that of photomultiplier tube, only
that it has a continuous channel instead of multiple dynodes. When an ion, electron
or EUV photon hits the surface of the CEM, 2-3 secondary electrons are emitted.
Due to the positive bias voltage applied to the CEM, electrons are accelerated towards the collector at the end of the channel. On their way there, they hit the
wall several times producing an avalanche of electrons, which can be read out as
a macroscopically observable current. In our case, we measured the photocurrent
indirectly as a voltage drop over 10 MΩ resistor. Voltage drop was detected by a
multimeter (Keithley 2001) connected to the PC over GPIB interface. A LabView
program was used to control the rotation of the grating and to read out the values
from the multimeter in order to record the HH spectra automatically.

4.2

Spectrum

Besides being an important characteristics of high harmonics radiation, HH spectrum can also reveal underlying processes of HHG. We took spectra first as a proof
that detected signal indeed belong to the EUV light produced via HHG. Next, measured spectrum served as support for interpretations of effects of specific parameter
on HHG when varying generation conditions.
All spectra shown here (figures 4.3 - 4.5) were taken at the optimized condition
for generation of 13th harmonic in a gas cell. For maximum gas load still allowing a
normal operation of turbo pump, following parameters were optimized: the optimal
gas target position (relative to the focus) was found, chirp of the driving light pulse
was adjusted and (in some cases) driving beam was apertured prior to focusing.
Spectra were then recorded for different focusing, gases (argon and xenon) and both
gas target types.
In figure 4.3, five spectra of HH generated in argon are shown for five different
focusing lenses used. Note that their a constant offset was added between consecutive
spectra for better visibility. Several features described in 2.2.3 can be observed. For
a tighter focusing (shorter focal length), laser intensity in the gas target increases.
According to the predictions of three-step model (2.38) higher harmonic orders can
be generated. The cut-off region indeed shifted from 17th for f = 1000 mm lens
to 27th harmonic for f = 300 mm. The plateau is recognizable at least for tighterfocusing spectra, with more or less constant harmonic intensity between 13th and 23rd
harmonic. For lower order harmonics, detected power decreases with a decreasing
order, what is probably due to the lower diffraction efficiency of the grating, which
were optimized for spectral range of 10 to 50 nm [71].
Due to the spectrally broad HH radiation, second diffraction order partially
overlap with the first one. Additional peaks are present, for example, 11th harmonic
is surounded by second diffraction order of 21st and 23rd harmonic. Besides that,
even third diffraction order of 23rd and 25th harmonic can be recognized as a bump
on top of second order 15th and 17th harmonic peaks respectively.
The same set of measurement was performed with xenon and results are shown
in figure 4.4. As expected, cut-off in harmonic spectra occurs at lower order harmonics compared to argon, because ionization potential of xenon is smaller. For the
same reason, ionization rate of xenon atoms was higher. Increasing the intensity
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Figure 4.3: HH spectra generated in a gas cell filled with argon with five different lenses. A constant offset was added between consecutive spectra for better
visibility.
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Figure 4.4: HH spectra generated in a gas cell filled with xenon with five different lenses. A constant offset was added between consecutive spectra for better
visibility.
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Figure 4.5: Comparison of HH spectra generated in xenon and argon.

with tighter focusing was therefore inefficient for optimization of the 13th harmonic
yield, because of all the negative effects of generated plasma. The beam had to be
apertured in all but f = 1000 mm case in course of optimization for 13th harmonic.
Consequently, no extension of the cut-off with tighter focusing was observed with
19th harmonic being the highest generated for all five lenses.
In figure 4.5 spectra of HH generated in xenon and argon are compared directly.
While higher-order harmonics can be generated in argon, HHG is twice more efficient
in xenon for the 13th harmonic that we are mostly interested in. Besides, one can see
a strong background signal in xenon spectrum. It originates from stray light from
the grating arising from very intense low-order harmonics. It almost completely
vanished, when thin aluminum foil was placed in front of the channeltron detector
as we will see later.

4.3

Optimization of HHG

Numerous experimental and theoretical studies of optimization of HHG depending
on various experimental parameters have been performed in the past (see [29] for
review). However, for efficient HHG one still has to find optimal conditions within
given experimental limits. Results presented in this chapter are not meant to systematically analyze effects of different parameters, but more to help identify limiting
processes in the HHG. As such they are not supported with any kind of simulations,
but refer to the similar trends reported in the literature to give a possible explanation
of effects observed.
While whole spectra were shown in previous chapter, we will now limit ourselves
to the power of 13th harmonic as the generation of ≈ 60 nm light is of our main interest. In experiments, EUV monochromator was fixed at the position of 13th harmonic
peak. We observed that peak position might change when changing position of the
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Figure 4.6: 13th harmonic yield for HHG in xenon (blue) and argon (red) for a
gas cell (full) and an end-fire nozzle (dashed).

focusing lens. In course of the optimization processes we therefore scanned across
the peak and readjusted the position of the monochromator if necessary. During the
single-parameter scan all other parameters were kept at the previously determined
optimal value.
Optimal parameters had to be found for each lens, gas and gas target separately.
However, 13th harmonic power kept increasing or at least it saturated at the maximal
possible gas load (Φ = 2 × 10−1 mbar l/s for xenon and Φ = 4 × 10−1 mbar l/s for
argon). As expected, higher power of driving laser always increased the harmonic
yield and rotating wheel filter was thus set to maximal transmittance (P ≈ 2.0 W).
An optimal chirp of the driving light pulse was only slightly dependent on the lens
position. Therefore, in general one had to iteratively adjust the lens position and
the size of the adjustable iris in order to optimize HHG.

4.3.1

Gas target

In figure 4.6, 13th harmonic yields for two different target geometries, i.e. gas cell
and end-fire nozzle, are compared. In all cases the conversion was more efficient
with a cell as a gas target. For the gas cell filled with xenon, HHG conversion was
the most efficient for f = 750 mm lens and decreased for tighter focusing, while it
remained almost the same for all lenses when end-fire nozzle was used. Opposite
was true for the HHG in argon; combination of loose focusing geometry (longer focal
length) and longer interaction length (gas cell) didn’t increased harmonic yield for
the gas cell and even reduced it for the end-fire nozzle.
A difference in observed trends for two gases could be acknowledged to different
degree of ionized gas atoms. For argon, ionization is not so critical such that tighter
focusing still had a positive effect in terms of increased intensity. However, it was
compensated by a negative effect due to less efficient phase-matching. This lead to
weak or almost no dependence of the 13th harmonic power on focusing geometry
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Figure 4.7: 13th harmonic yield for HHG in xenon (blue) and argon (red) for
different gas target positions relative to the focus of the driving laser focused
with f = 300 mm lens for full (triangle) and apertured (square) beam.

for HHG in the gas cell. On the other hand, ionization degree of xenon increased
by tighter focusing to such extent that it prevented the efficient HHG within longer
interaction lengths (gas cell).
The effect of the ionization can also be recognized in the change of other optimal
parameters for both gases. While they were the same for the f = 1000 mm where
degree of ionized gas atoms is negligible for both gases, they differed when shorter
focal lengths lenses were used.

4.3.2

Gas target position

Phase mismatch varies along the beam axis and thus the macroscopic response differs
for different positions of gas target relative to the beam focus. In our experiments
we varied this position by moving the focusing lens on the linear translation stage.
The position of the focus was not exactly known due to the self-focusing effect, but
can be at least estimated by observing the plasma pattern, i.e. when plasma is
brighter after the gas target, the beam is focused behind the target and vice versa.
In figure 4.7, results of the scan through the focus are shown for three different
cases: the blue curves mark the HHG in xenon and the red one in argon. Lens with
focal length f = 300 mm was used for all three measurements focusing the beam to
the w0 ≈ 30 µm spot corresponding to the confocal parameter of 7 mm. From the
plasma pattern observed, we could determine that the gas target was in the beam
focus for the lens position 22 ± 1 mm. Now, by “increasing” the lens position, the
focus was translated further along the beam axis. Therefore, lens positions > 22
mm corresponds to situation when beam was focused behind the gas target.
When a full beam was applied (triangles), at least two maxima were observed.
A similar result was obtained in numerical simulations by Salieres et al. [29]. They
attributed the first peak (in our case at lens positions 18 mm and 21 mm for xenon
and argon respectively) to the on-axis phase-matching. It is in agreement with the
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phase mismatch calculated and shown in figure 2.6, which suggest optimal target
position to be slightly after the focus. However, even a higher harmonic yield was
obtained in our measurement as well as in simulations, when the gas target was
placed before the focus (lens position 24 mm and 27 mm for argon and xenon
respectively). Salieres et al. attributed this effect to the off-axis phase matching
(see [29] for explanation). The different optimal lens positions for xenon and argon
are again probably related to the ionization effects.
In figure 4.7, results of the scan with an apertured beam are also shown. While
the effect of the aperturing will be explained in following chapter, we can notice
here that no structure but very smooth curve with a single peak was recorded. A
position of the peak corresponds to the situation when gas target was placed in the
beam focus and differs from the full beam optimal position.

4.3.3

Apertured beam

The aperturing of the driving beam prior to focusing is often applied to increase
the HHG conversion efficiency [73]. The main effects of the aperturing are that the
transmitted energy is reduced and also its distribution over focal region changes.
Besides, the Gouy phase typical for Gaussian beams is modified and varies less
rapidly across the focus affecting the phase matching. Due to the smaller beam size
at the lens, the focal spot as well as a Rayleigh range increase by narrowing the
aperture. This increases the focal volume and consequently the interaction volume.
On the other hand it decreases the ionization because of the reduced laser intensity
in the focus. Alltogether, aperturing has a complicated effect on the HHG, which
is an interplay of focal geometry change and decrease of ionization (favoring small
apertures), and reduced harmonic dipole amplitude (favoring larger apertures) [73].
In figure 4.8 dependence of the 13th harmonic power on aperture size is shown.
The size of the aperture was measured indirectly by comparing the transmitted
power with the power of the full beam. If the beam profile is Gaussian the transmitted power equals to


2
− 2a2
(4.4)
Ptrans (a) = Pfull 1 − e w
where a is aperture radius and w is the radius of the beam.
The peak intensity in the focus of apertured beam can be estimated from transmitted power and measured beam profiles in focus for different aperture sizes with
an attenuated beam. As transmitted power decreases and focal spot size increases
with smaller apertures, peak intensity scales down even faster. However, behavior of
the 13th harmonic yield is not so monotone and has a clear peak at a ≈ 2.3 mm. At
this aperture size peak intensity was reduced for almost a factor of 3, while the 13th
harmonic yield improved for more than 50% compared to the full beam values. By
reducing the aperture size further on, harmonic power drops down very quickly. The
same behavior with even more significant improvement was observed by Kazamias
et al. [73].
However, aperturing didn’t improve the HHG for all focusing geometries: in
general, it was more effective for tighter focusing and xenon as a target gas, what
was most probably due to the reduced ionization and improved phase-matching,
which is harder to achieve in tight focusing geometries.
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Figure 4.8: Effect of aperturing the beam on beam size (up, red), power of transmitted beam (up, blue) and intensity in the focus (up, green) and on 13th harmonic
yield for HHG in xenon (down).

4.3.4

Intensity dependence

A HHG dependence on intensity of driving light was one of the first hints, that
HHG cannot be described with a perturbative theory. While intensity of low-order
harmonics (3rd and 5th ) follows a perturbative power law I q , a more pronounced
and diverse behavior of high-order harmonics was observed [74]. A simple modified
power law I p can be used to approximate it neglecting oscillations which are often
present.
Several authors [74], [75], [76] did systematic studies on intensity dependence
of HHG and observed a similar trend: HH yield increases up to a certain intensity
at which ionization starts to significantly affect the HHG process because of the
depletion of the neutral-atom population [74]. After that, the increase is slower
leading to a characteristic knee in HH power vs. laser intensity curve. According
to the change of slope in the log-log scale plot, Wahlström et al. [76] determined
three regions, i.e. cut-off, plateau and ionization region. HH yield varies much more
rapidly with the varying intensity in the cut-off than in the plateau regime and
saturates when ionization is significant. Similar behavior was observed for different
noble gases with saturation intensity shifted to higher intensities for lighter gases
due to the larger ionization potential.
In figure 4.9, intensity dependence of 13th harmonic generated in xenon for different focusing conditions is shown. Intensity in the focus was varied by attenuating the
beam with a Thorlabs continuous reflective filter placed in front of the adjustable
aperture. Average intensity, which equals half the peak intensity for a Gaussian
beam, was estimated again by measuring the transmitted power (after the filter and
aperture) and beam profile in the focus. However, during the scan gas target was
located at the optimal position for the full-power beam, which, as we have seen in
chapter 4.3.2, didn’t always coincide with the focus.
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Figure 4.9: Intensiy dependence of 13th harmonic yield for HHG in xenon for
different focusing and target geometries.

The change of the slope was observed in all cases, but they occured at different
intensities as it is clear from figure 4.9. It is probably due to wrongly estimated
average intensity as the beam size in the gas target was not precisely known. Besides,
there was a second knee-shape transition present in all cases except for the loosest
focusing geometry with f = 1000 mm lens and low gas flow. This suggests that it’s
plasma related feature.
Following the explanation of Wahlström et al., we can attribute the first knee
to the cut-off to plateau transition and the second one to the increasing effect of
ionization. In figure 4.10 data sets in which the second knee is either not present
(f = 1000 mm) or occurs at the last data points (f = 750 mm) are shown together
with linear fits (in log-log scale) applied to determine the power law. Obtained values
of coefficient p in the plateau region are 3.8±0.2, 3.3±0.9 and 4.0±0.5 for f = 1000
mm, f = 750 mm with full and apertured beam respectively. The harmonic yield
varies much more rapidly in the cut-off region, but due to the lack of data points,
fitted parameters have a large uncertainty (p = 31 ± 16). For comparison, intensity
scan with end-fire nozzle and f = 300 mm lens is shown. One should note that
the gas density in the target could be significantly different due to different target
geometry. Anyway, the second knee this time takes place right after the first one.
After that, harmonic power increases much slower than in other cases (p = 0.6 ± 0.2
only), what might be a sign for a saturation regime.

4.3.5

Gas pressure in the target

Another parameter, which can be tuned to optimize HHG, is the pressure and thus
number of atoms in the gas target. When phase-matching is fulfilled, the harmonic
yield would increase with the square of the pressure [34]. However, with vary47
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Figure 4.10: Potential law determination of intensiy dependence of 13th harmonic
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ing pressure, phase-matching conditions also change. Several authors reported of
pressure-induced phase matching, where at certain atomic density in the target an
atomic dispersion can cancel out the geometrical phase [34], [77], [78]. A distinct
peak at this optimal atomic density and a drop in the detected harmonic signal with
further increasing the pressure in the gas target were observed. Pressure required to
achieve phase-matching is much higher in case of tighter focusing compared to loose
focusing geometry [78]. It often can’t be achieved due to limited pumping speed of
the vacuum pumps [34]. In that case only a saturation can be observed as a result
of an interplay between increasing number of interacting atoms (potential emitters
as well as absorbers of harmonic radiation) and non-ideal phase-matching.
In our experiment we were changing the pressure in gas target by varying a
gas flow Φ with the regulating valve in integer steps in logarithmic scale. When a
non-integer value was entered in the controller, the valve behaved irregularly. The
highest possible gas flow was limited by the turbo pump. The gas cell and the
end-fire nozzle had relatively large openings. Despite the high gas flow, pressure
remained too low to achieve phase-matching and only saturation was observed as
shown in figure 4.11. However, in later measurements of absolute power of HH, the
gas cell was replaced by shorter one with almost five times smaller openings. An
optimal pressure could have been reached followed by a decline of HH signal with
increasing gas flow.
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Chapter 5
Absolute power measurement
Next step in the characterization of HH radiation was the measurement of its absolute power. While power measurements are most of the time straight-forward in
the visible or IR, EUV spectral range makes this experiment far more complicated
and thus requires its own chapter.

5.1

Experimental setup

Experimental setup for absolute power measurement is schematically shown in figure
5.1. The generation part remained almost the same as in previous chapter with two
small modifications. The regulating valve used to control the gas flow was removed
and three new gas cells were used as a gas target.
The pressure in the gas target could then be continuously varied by adjusting
the backing pressure at the bottle. The gas flow could still be compared to previous measurements indirectly by measuring the pressure in the chamber. However,
conditions were not exactly the same, because there was now a long bellow and the
second chamber instead of EUV monochromator with an entry slit and large turbo
pump attached to it.
The first measurement of absolute power of HHs at optimal conditions for (old)
gas cell (from now on labeled as no.1) revealed that HH power was much smaller
than expected. We suspected that the rather long gas cell no.1 with large openings
was the problem. Therefore, two shorter (L = 1 mm and L = 2 mm) gas cells with
smaller openings (D = 0.3 mm and D = 0.2 mm) were made labeled no.2 and no.3
respectively. Due to the smaller opening, a part of the beam was clipped. Openings
got larger in the coarse of operation because of laser ablation, but remained below
0.4 mm. The third gas cell had the opening of the intermediate size D = 0.5 mm and
an adjustable length, which was fixed at the shortest possible L = 2.7 mm during
this measurement.
To measure the HH power, strong IR light had to be attenuated first for several
orders of magnitudes. A 100 nm and 200 nm thin aluminum foils by Lebow were
placed in the beam. They served as a low-pass filter transmitting the wavelengths
below 80 nm (see figure 5.2). Two filters are required instead of a single thicker one,
because thin foils used in our experiments often have some micro-pores. By using
two filters, the probability of two pores to coincide is significantly reduced. First
Al filter was placed at the entry of second vacuum chamber ≈ 1.2 m away from
the IR beam focus to avoid the damage of the filter by intense IR beam. Second Al
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Figure 5.1: Experimental setup for measurement of absolute power of high harmonics (the generation part remained the same): XYZ - three axis translation
stage, PG - pressure gauge, TP - turbo pump, AF - aluminum filter, SH - mechanical shutter, PD - EUV photodiode.

filter was attached to the diode mount with a calibrated IRD AXUV-100 photodiode
inside to prevent the scattered IR light to hit the diode. However, the diode mount
couldn’t be completely closed, otherwise the Al filter would break due to the pressure
difference in the vacuum chamber and the diode mount. A background signal due
to the IR light could be measured when no gas was applied to the gas cell.
The photodiode was connected with metal wires to the connection port on the
vacuum chamber. A generated photo current was detected by a multimeter as a
voltage drop over 1 MΩ resistor. Another possible contribution to the background
signal was due to ionized xenon atoms hitting the diode connection wires. To determine it, a mechanical shutter was installed in front of the diode mount blocking the
EUV light. A vacuum turbo pump was attached to the second chamber to lower
the pressure and thus reduce the absorption in residual gas.

5.1.1

Calibration of thin aluminum filters

Absolute power measurement requires all optical elements in the beam path to be
calibrated. While IRD AXUV-100 photodiode was already precalibrated by the
manufacturer, transmission of thin aluminum filters had to be determined. In order
to do that, we added a movable filter mount in front of the channeltron in the setup
for spectrum measurement 4.1 and recorded a spectrum of HHs generated in Xenon
with and without filter in the beam path.
In figure 5.2 filtered and unfiltered spectra are shown together with theoretically predicted and experimentally determined transmission. Aluminum filters were
used as low-pass filter completely blocking the wavelengths below 80 nm, e.g. 9th
harmonic at 90 nm, while only partially attenuating higher orders. Note that two
transmitted peaks on both sides of 9th harmonic correspond to 2nd diffractive order
of 17th and 19th harmonic. Another effect of the filter on measured spectra was
almost complete removal of the baseline or the background of the spectrum. A pos52
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Figure 5.2: Determination of transmission of 0.2 µm thin aluminum filter: spectra
of HH light generated in xenon were recorded with (red) and without (blue) filter.
The ratio of single peak values is used as a measure of transmission and was
determined for data with (squares) and without (triangles) background signal.
For comparison, a transmission of 0.2 µm aluminum filter (full, grey) and partially
oxidized one, i.e. two times 4 nm layer of aluminum oxide (dashed, grey) are
shown. Both curves were calculated using CXRO data base [50].

sible explanation is that major part of background signal originates from scattered
low order (3rd and 5th ) harmonics, which were blocked by the aluminum filter.
A transmission of aluminum filter was determined as a ratio of the filtered and
unfiltered spectra at peak values for each harmonic (from 9th to 19th ) and is shown in
figure 5.2 for two cases. In the first case (squares), raw data were considered, while
in the second case (triangles) the background in unfiltered spectra was subtracted as
the best fit to the spectrum’s baseline. However, for some filters such approach lead
to physically incorrect result of transmission larger than 1 and was thus omitted.
More detailed study of spectrum’s background, namely its impact on the shape of the
spectrum and its origin, would be required. Theoretically calculated transmission
of 200 nm thick aluminum filter obtained using CXRO online data base [50] is
also plotted (black, full) for comparison. The shape of measured transmission in
general resembles the theoretically obtained one, but has the knee shifted to shorter
wavelengths. The datapoint for transmission at highest detected harmonic order
also deviates significantly from the expected value, which is probably due to the very
weak signal compared to the background. Another theoretical curve for the partially
oxidized aluminum foil is shown. Pure aluminum is known to oxidize immediately
when exposed to air [79]. A thin (≈ 4 nm) layer of oxide is formed preventing further
oxidation. As our filters were stored under atmosphere condition it is reasonable to
assume that they had oxidized. An 8 nm (two times 4) layer of Al2 O3 was added to
192 nm of aluminum to calculate the theoretical transmission of oxidized aluminum
foil. This one matches better with experimentally evaluated transmission and was
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thus used for determination of absolute power as will be explained in following
chapter.
To measure transmittance at shorter wavelengths, argon was applied as a target
gas enabling the generation of higher orders. While the measurement confirmed that
discrepancy between theoretically predicted and measured transmission at 19th harmonic was due to the weak signal, it also revealed a larger problem. The transmission
or more precisely, ratio between filtered and unfiltered harmonic signal turned out to
be dependent on generation conditions. For example, the ratio at 13th harmonic was
more than twice smaller in case of argon. Further systematic investigation showed
that measured ratio varied both due to different generation (intensity of HHs was
changed by altering the pressure in the gas target) as well as detection conditions
(bias voltage applied to the channeltron). The most plausible explanation of these
effects is irregular behavior of detector. It could have saturated due to the dense
burst of radiation despite its low average power.

5.2

Experimental results

In the first part of this chapter, slightly modified HHG conditions together with “raw”
results of absolute power measurement are presented. In the second part, the same
results are combined with spectrum and filter transmission data in order to estimate
a generated power of each harmonic and to derive a conversion efficiency into single
harmonic order. Even though the out-coupled EUV power is what really matters for
potential applications, careful identification and analysis of limiting processes could
be of great help when redesigning the experimental setup.

5.2.1

Detected EUV power

For the first measurement of absolute power with the gas cell no.1 all experimental
parameters were set to the values for optimal generation of 13th harmonic as explained in chapter 4. A f = 750 mm lens was used and the geometry of the setup,
i.e. position of filters and detector, was adjusted to corresponding beam divergence.
The detected power of less than 2 nW was well below the expected value on the
order of 100 nW.
As all parameters e.g. lens position, gas flow, etc., were confirmed to be optimal
also by the power measurement, the only way to increase the power of HHs was
by adjusting the experimental setup. The easiest, but as it turned out also quite
effective solution, was to modify the gas target. Two shorter gas cells with smaller
openings were machined and tested. A higher pressure in the gas cell could be
reached compared to the previous gas cell at the same gas flow because of the
smaller openings. Combining this with shorter target length a different interplay
between phase-matching, re-absorption and dipole density could be established 1 .
A different dependence of HH power on gas flow was indeed observed. It had
a clear maximum at optimal flow (now varied by changing backing pressure at the
gas bottle) and a drop to almost zero when increasing the backing pressure further
on. The aperturing had barely some (positive) effect, while HHG turned to be
1

Unfortunately, due to the lack of systematic measurements of dependence of HHG on different
experimental parameters with new gas cells (no.2, no.3), it is hard to give any explanation for this
behavior as well as for the large improvement in efficiency of HHG more detailed than this.
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Figure 5.3: Detected power of all HHs at the EUV photo diode for different gas
cells and focusing conditions.

very sensitive to chirp adjustments of driving pulse. The biggest improvement was
achieved by tighter focusing. Three shorter focal-length lenses (300, 400 and 500
mm) were tested with both small-opening nozzles and results are shown in figure
5.3. Contrary to measurements with gas cell no.1 presented in figure 4.6, where
13th harmonic was most efficiently generated with f = 750 mm lens, f = 400 mm
lens was an optimal choice for both gas cell no.2 and no.3 with a factor of ≈ 20
improvement.

5.2.2

Estimation of generated power and conversion efficiency

We will consider here generated power as a power of HHs right after the gas target.
On the way to the detector, HH beam was attenuated because of absorption in
residual xenon (in the vacuum chambers and connecting tube) and in two aluminum
filters used to block IR light. To extract the generated power of q-th harmonic order
Pg,q , one also has to take into account spectral dependence of the absorption, as well
as detector’s response, and finally combine all this with previously measured HH
spectrum.
Photocurrent generated in the photodiode by HH radiation can be written as a
sum over single harmonic order contributions
X
Iph =
ξq γq Pg
(5.1)
q

with Pg generated power of all harmonics, γq relative power of single harmonic extracted from measured HH spectrum and ξq = ηq TqAl TqXe harmonic-dependent factor
including responsivity of the photodiode ηq and transmission through aluminum
filters and residual xenon.
The responsivity of the photodiode was specified by manufacturer and was relatively constant (0.23-0.26 A/W) within spectral range of interest. The measured
values of transmission of aluminum filters seemed very unreliable, therefore the filters were modeled using CXRO online data base instead. A 4-nm oxide layer was
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Figure 5.4: Theoretical (calculated via Henke X-ray database [50]) transmission
curves for (oxidized) aluminum filters and xenon as used in our experiment of
absolute power measurement.

added on both sides of two aluminum filters resulting in total of 300 nm of aluminum and 16 nm of Al2 O3 . For xenon transmission, the same data base was used.
As different pressure levels were measured in each of the vacuum chambers, linear
variation of pressure between gas cell and the detector was assumed. All calculated
transmission curves are shown in figure 5.4.
An even larger compromise had to be made when determining γq coefficients. As
we introduced different gas cells already after we removed the EUV monochromator
from experimental setup, we didn’t have any measured spectrum at new generation
conditions. Therefore, I decided to use spectra recorded for HHG with end-fire
nozzle, because the latter was more similar to gas cells no.2 and no.3 in terms of
length. Consequently, re-absorption of HHs within gas target should be comparable,
while effects of phase matching shouldn’t have a significant impact on spectral shape.
The γq values were depicted as single peak powers normalized to sum of peak powers
of all contributing harmonic orders, i.e the ones not completely blocked by aluminum
filters.
Besides, recorded spectra also don’t show the real spectral distribution of generated harmonics. The latter is transformed due to the spectrally dependent grating
efficiency and xenon transmission on the way from the gas cell to the channeltron.
The grating was designed for operation in spectral range between 10 and 50 nm and
its efficiency decreases with increasing wavelength. The HH beam also propagates
through a region with increased pressure level such that absorption in xenon modifies shape of the spectrum. Both effects were taken into account in estimation of
generated power of single harmonic by modifying γq factors.
When all parameters ξq and γq were “known”, the genereated power of q-th harmonic order could be extracted from measured current as
γq Iph
.
(5.2)
Pg,q = γq Pg = P
q 0 ξq 0 γq 0
The results for modified and unmodified spectrum are shown in figure 5.5 for most
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Figure 5.5: Estimated generated power and conversion efficiency for single harmonic transmitted through aluminum filters for f = 750 mm (green) and f = 400
mm lens (evaluation using measured (red) and modified (blue) spectrum - see text
for explanation).

efficient HHG using a f = 400 mm lens and also with f = 750 mm lens for comparison. The estimated generated power for the 13th harmonic is 102 ± 75 nW
corresponding to conversion efficiency of 5.4 ± 3.9 × 10−8 . While this is more than
20 times higher than detected power, it’s still very inefficient compared to conversion
efficiencies achieved in other groups (see table 2.2).
The reason for relatively large error bars in figure 5.5 are mainly many assumptions that we had to make to estimate the generated power of single harmonic order.
On the other hand, the uncertainty from the absolute power measurement (figure
5.3) contributed only a small part. To derive the widths of the margins, the upper
bond in possible deviations of thickness of aluminum filters (10% or 30 nm) and of
single oxide layer (20% or 1 nm) were assumed. Pressure in the first ≈ 10 centimeters after the gas cell could also be very different (higher). The gas jet was emitted
from the cell in direction of propagating beam, while the pressure was measured on
the other side of the vacuum chamber. All this deviations were taken into account
to calculate the new, edge value of Pg,q . A difference between this and original one
was taken as the absolute error.
Following the analysis presented above, increase of the avaliable power from
our EUV light source is possible by reducing the loss due to aluminum filters and
residual xenon. A single thicker aluminum filter with fewer micro-pores could suffice
to block the fundamental beam. Such the number of more absorbing oxide layers
would be halved. A differential pumping scheme could also be introduced shortening
the beam path in the region with increased pressure where gas is injected from the
pressurized gas cell into vacuum chamber. On the other hand, probably even more
severe limitation is set by our laser system, which delivers rather long and less
energetic pulses as those in experiments listed in table 2.2.
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Chapter 6
Towards the focusing of high
harmonics
The final experimental task of this work was to test the focusability of high harmonics. Our idea was to first try the focusing of the driving beam, fully characterize it,
and confirm the capability of our setup for beam profile measurement of micrometer
beam spots. After that, we would repeat the measurements with HH beam assuming
that it collinearly propagates with the driving beam. However, experiments with
the driving beam already revealed limitations of our setup. Those were later confirmed by simulations, which on the other hand gave promising predictions for HH
beam. Yet, an attempt to focus HH was not successful. The setup, simulations and
experimental results for both driving and HH beam are described in this chapter.

6.1

Experimental setup and methods

Experimental setup for focusing and characterization of the focus of fundamental
and HH beam are shown in figures 6.1a and 6.1b, respectively. While two thirds of
the setup, i.e. off-axis parabolic mirror (OPM) as a focusing element and knife-edgescan setup as a characterization tool were the same in both cases, experiments with
EUV light required different detector and vacuum. The HHG part of the setup is
not shown in figure 6.1, as it remained the same as in absolute power measurement
(figure 5.1).

6.1.1

Off-axis parabolic mirror and its alignment

A Kugler’s bare gold coated OPM with an effective focal length f = 50.8 mm and
an off-axis angle of 90◦ was used for focusing. Manufacturer stated the mirror’s
surface accuracy and surface roughness to be below 1 µm and 6 nm respectively.
However, the mirror was part of other setup with a powerful IR laser prior to our
experiment. During that time it was slightly damage with some defects noticeable
already by visual inspection. The OPM was screwed onto the custom made mirror
mount of square shape with polished surface and precisely drilled holes to fit in the
symmetry defined by the mirror geometry.
An OPM has the capability of diffraction-limited focusing of collimated beam.
On the same time, it folds the beam away from the incoming beam axis. However,
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Figure 6.1: Experimental setup for focusing and characterization of the focus of
6.1a driving IR and 6.1b high harmonics beam. Most of the setup is the same
in both cases: off-axis parabolic mirror (OPM) focuses the light, which can be
blocked by a knife on a piezo-driven movable stage (XZ). To determine the position
of the stage, a Michelson interferometer was built with a helium-neon laser (HeNe)
and a mirror mounted on the same stage as the knife. To detected transmitted
light a photo-diode (PD) was used for IR beam and channeltron for HHs, where
first driving beam had to be blocked by aluminum filters (AF).

it can be very difficult to align it in order to achieve an ideal imaging. For the alignment, we used a strongly attenuated and collimated driving IR beam by employing
a set of Thorlabs NIR reflective and absorptive filters and removing the lens used
for the HHG. Next, we made use of a known trick of aligning OPM; a back-reflected
light from the mirror mount must be overlapped with the incoming beam in order
to match beam and mirror axis. To do that, an iris was placed 2.5 meters before the
OPM (mount) and back-reflected light from the mirror mount had to pass through
the same iris. Rotation angle around mirror axes was adjusted with the help of
square-shaped mount such that beam would remain in the same horizontal plane
after reflection.
Only now, the OPM was actually attached to the mount. An almost perfecty
round beam profile was recorded in the focus with a CCD camera confirming this
was already the optimal alignment. By moving away from this point, an astigmatism
was introduced immediately.
After that, the f = 750 mm lens used for HHG was put back in the beam path.
Due to the now divergent beam, we couldn’t apply the same trick with back-reflected
beam, crucial for the alignment of the OPM. Instead, we had to make sure that we
didn’t change the beam direction by adding the lens to the beam path. At the same
time, we had to tilt the lens in order to optimize the focus in the gas target as
described in chapter 3.3. It required several iterations, but finally, with a pair of
irises and a CCD camera, we were able to confirm that the setup remained aligned.
Surprisingly, a distorted beam profile was recorded in the OPM focus. However,
simulations (see section 6.2) revealed, that it was due to the divergent beam and
not misalignment.
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6.1.2

Knife-edge scan

An EUV focal spot size was expected to be on the order of 1 µm. The easiest
suitable and also at that time available method to characterize so tightly focused
beam was a knife-edge scan. In this method, a “knife” is moved through the beam
perpendicular to the beam axis. A transmitted power is measured at different knife
positions and equals to an integrated beam profile in one dimension. A scan can
be repeated in different directions. However, it’s usually done in two perpendicular
ones only. Assuming a specific beam shape, an appropriate curve can be fitted to
the data to obtain beam parameters.
In our case, the knife was a medical razor mounted on the motorized translation stage. It consisted of two Newport triple-divide linear translations stages that
could be moved in x and z direction, perpendicular and parallel to the beam axis
respectively. Both had a free travel range of almost 13 mm and could be controlled
via picomotor controller and joystick from outside the chamber. Additionally, there
was a small Thorlabs single-axis translation stage on top of the stage with a 25 µm
piezo-actuator. It could be moved in x direction and was driven by directly applying
a triangular voltage signal of ≈ 10 − 60 V from the signal generator. The adapter
holding the razor was attached to it. Unfortunately, the vacuum chamber was too
low so that another translation stage, which could move the knife in y direction,
didn’t fit in. Consequently, only one dimensional knife-edge scan could be recorded.
The displacement curves of piezo actuators often show a strong hysteresis and
non-linear response to the applied voltage, so we decided for on-line calibration of the
25 µm stage with a Michelson interferometer. A helium-neon laser and photodiode
detecting the interferometer signal were located outside, while mirrors and beam
splitter were placed inside the chamber with the end mirror of one arm of the
interferometer being mounted to the same adapter as the razor.
The driving voltage for the piezo actuator and the interferometric signal were
brought to two channels of the oscilloscope, recorded and analyzed in the process
of stage calibration presented in figure 6.2. First, low-frequency noise was removed
from interferometric trace via Fourier transform filtering. Next, the sinusoidal signal was shifted for its average value to be centered around zero and zero-crossings
were determined. Each zero crossing was related to the stage position xn at which
interference condition
kHeNe 2xn = nπ , n = 1, 2, 3, . . .

(6.1)

2π
and λHeNe is the wavelength of helium-neon laser
is fullfiled, where kHeNe = λHeNe
(632.8 nm). Therefore, two consecutive zero crossings belong to stage positions a
quarter of the wavelength apart. Finally, the corresponding voltage was assigned to
each zero-crossing to obtain the calibration “displacement vs voltage” curve.

To test the knife-edge scan setup, a strongly attenuated fundamental beam was
applied. The rest of the light beam, not blocked by the razor was detected with a
photodiode. As it’s sketched in figure 6.1a, beam was very divergent after the focus.
Actually, it was far too large to fit on the photodiode located outside the chamber,
so that it had to be first re-collimated and then focused by a pair of lenses.
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Figure 6.2: Calibration of the movable stage with the knife using Michelson interferometer: interferometric signal (upper left) and voltage applied to piezo actuators (lower left) were recorded synchronously. Combining the zero-crossings of
interferometric signal (upper right) and voltage data, a calibration curve - stage
position vs. voltage (lower right) was obtained.

6.1.3

High harmonics related specifics in the setup

After the setup was tested and aligned with the driving beam, a detector for EUV
was installed, vacuum chambers were closed and evacuuated. To generate HHs, the
driving beam was focused with a f = 750 mm lens into the gas cell no.2 filled with
xenon. Optimization of the HHG process followed the standard procedure of varying
lens position, adjusting chirp, gas flow and an aperture.
At the entrance into second chamber the driving beam was blocked with an 200
nm thick aluminum filter, so that the razor wouldn’t be burnt by intense IR beam.
Transmitted harmonics were focused with the OPM and detected with a Photonis
4751G channeltron. It had a 12-mm wide opening window in x direction, which
should suffice that the whole EUV beam would fit on the detector according to
beam propagation simulations. Bias voltage of -1.7 to -2 kV were applied to the
channeltron. The generated photocurrent was detected as a voltage drop over 1 MΩ
resistor and read-out by Keysight multimeter.
The critical point regarding the vacuum was channeltron. It had to be operated
at pressures below 2×10−4 mbar in order to avoid over-shooting. Pressure increased
in both chambers during the HHG, because of released gas. We tried first to separate
chambers with an aluminum filter mounted into the gate valve. However, we still
couldn’t get to the specified pressure. The second aluminum filter had to be installed
in front of the channeltron to separate it from the chamber. A Pfeiffer TMH071 turbo
pump (TP3 in fig. 6.1) was additionally attached between filter and channeltron
and pressure down to 2 × 10−5 mbar could be reached.
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6.2

Simulations

For the first estimation of OPM’s focal spot size, a driving and HH beam were
propagated using a simple 1D Gaussian beam propagation formalism described in
chapter 2.1.3. Such approach completely neglects any aberrations of focusing optics
and cannot predict their effects on the beam shape. The OPM was presented with
an ABCD matrix for a thin lens with a focal length f = 50.8 mm. The input
parameters for fundamental beam were an ideal Gaussian beam (M 2 = 1) with a
waist wIR = 63 µm measured at the position of the gas cell 1.4 m away from the
OPM. Corresponding divergence of the beam (not measured) was θIR = 3.4 mrad.
For HH beam only 13th harmonic was considered. We assumed that HHG follows
the power law (2.44) for intensity dependence of HHG with a measured power of
p ≈ 4. Thus the beam waist of the 13th harmonic w13 should be half the wIR and
beam divergence θ13 6.5 times smaller than θIR . The results are summarized in table
6.1. The error is due to uncertainty of the input parameters for the HH beam.
The measurements of the beam profile around the OPM focus of non-collimated 1
driving beam revealed distorted beam shapes (see figure 6.3c). To find out, whether
this was due to misalignment or divergent beam, we performed a ray-tracing and
physical-optics-propagation (POP) simulations using a trial version of Zemax. The
OPM was in both cases fully described by parabolic surface so that all potential
effects of aberrations could be accounted.
In ray-tracing simulations, a bundle of rays is propagated through optical system,
where it gets reflected or refracted at optical surfaces in the beam path. The divergence and diameter of the bundle of rays can be varied by adjusting the diameter or
position of a circular aperture relative to the point source. Such values were chosen
to mimic the non-collimated IR beam. Simulated images around the OPM focus in
figure 6.3a clearly resemble the measured beam profiles. On the other hand, when
we set the point source far away from the aperture in order to mimic a collimated
beam, the rays meet in a single point as expected. It was an evidence that the
setup was indeed aligned and that distortions in the beam profiles originated from
focusing of divergent beam with an OPM.
However, the ray-tracing simulations do not include effects of diffraction and
consequently have a limitation in quantitative evaluation of the beam profile. On
contrary, the POP simulation utilizes diffraction calculations, i.e. Fresnel diffraction
equation, to propagate a wavefront through an optical system surface by surface.
While Zemax allows you to choose any arbitrary beam, we selected a TEM0,0 mode
with different parameters for each situation, i.e. collimated and uncollimated IR
beam, and a 13th harmonic beam with the same parameters as before. The values of
the beam radius in focus are listed in table 6.1. Distortions due to divergent beam
could again be reproduced and are shown in figure 6.3b. They were also present, but
to much smaller extent in the less divergent 13th harmonic beam (θ13 = θIR /6.5).

1

When we refer to the non-collimated beam, we have in mind driving IR beam, which was first
focused into the gas cell for HHG with a f = 750 mm lens and then again refocused with an OPM.
For collimated beam, lens was removed from the beam path.
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Table 6.1: Results of simulations (Gaussian beam propagation and Zemax’s Physical optics propagation) and measurements (beam profile and knife-edge scan) of
beam radius in OPM focus. All values are in µm. Collimated IR beam represents
the situation without and non-collimated with the f = 750 mm lens in the beam
path.
collimated IR

non-collimated IR

13th harmonic

3.8

2.4

1.2 ± 0.3

6.7 ± 0.7

*

1.3 ± 0.4

BP measurement

10 ± 4

**

/

KE measurement

6.1 ± 0.1

/

/

ABCD
POP (Zemax)

* distorted beam (fig. 6.3b), estimation for wx = 8 ± 2 µm
** distorted beam (fig. 6.3c), estimation for wx = 7 ± 4 µm

(a)

(b)

(c)
Figure 6.3: Three characteristic distorted beam profiles at different positions along
beam path after divergent IR beam was focused by OPM: pictures were obtained
by 6.3a ray tracing and 6.3b beam propagation simulation (both using Zemax)
and 6.3c measured with a CCD camera.
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6.3

Experimental results

6.3.1

IR beam

The problem of focusing a non-collimated IR beam with an OPM was already discussed above. The cause of beam distortions at the OPM focus shown in figure
6.3c was beam divergence as it was confirmed by simulations. Besides, we did a
quick experimental test of the effect of beam divergence on the beam shape. An
adjustable iris was placed in front of the OPM so that beam diameter and in the
same time beam divergence could be continuously varied. By decreasing aperture
size, distortions disappeared and beam got round already at aperture diameter of
3 mm, i.e. twice larger than estimated harmonics beam diameter at this position.
Consequently, one could expect that divergence of the HH beam is sufficiently small
for focusing with the OPM.
To test the knife-edge scan setup, we performed a set of measurements with a
collimated IR beam. Beam profile at the focus was first inspected with a CCD
camera with a pixel size of 4.65 µm. According to the POP simulation, diameter of
13 µm was expected, meaning that beam would spread over 4 pixels in one dimension
only. As can be seen in figure 6.4, it was indeed the case. The recorded beam was
slightly elliptic and narrower in x direction in which the knife-edge scan was later
performed.
Anyway, we extracted the waist size by fitting Gaussian curves to the data being
aware of the problem of lacking of data points. Besides, signal from pixels with
highest intensity could also be saturated. The whole situation was thus simulated,
including the dependence of relative position of the beam to the pixel grid. According
to the simulation, the error on the order of the pixel size was estimated. Finally, the
beam waist at focus of 10 ± 4 µm was determined from beam profile measurement.
However, beam size could be more accurately determined by magnifying the
focus with an objective before imaging it on the camera. Unfortunately, such a
configuration couldn’t fit into the setup.
Next, we performed a knife-edge (KE) scan measurement in x direction. The
voltage driving the piezo actuator with the razor and the power of transmitted light
(in following referred as KE signal) were recorded at the same time. Together with
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Figure 6.4: A collimated IR beam focused with the OPM: a slightly elliptic beam
profile recorded with a CCD camera with beam diameters wx = 10 µm and wy =
12 µm.
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Figure 6.5: A knife-edge scan through the focus of IR beam: an error function approximation fit (red) to the power of transmitted light (blue data points) revealed
beam radius of wx = 6.1 ± 0.2 µm.

previously obtained calibration curve (figure 6.2), the voltage signal was used to
determine position of the knife.
For analysis of KE signal, we assumed the beam to be Gaussian
I ∝ e−2((x/wx )

2 +(y/w )2
y

).

(6.2)

where wx and wy are beam waist in x and y direction respectively. In that case, the
normalized transmitted power equals
"
√ !#
1
2x
1 + erf
.
(6.3)
PKE =
2
wx
where erf(x) is an error function. The latter is not an analytical function and therefore inconvenient for fitting experimental data. Instead, an analytical approximation
for error function of the form
1/(1 + exp(p(s)),

(6.4)

where s = x/wx and p(s) is a 4th degree polynomial, was applied as suggested by
Khosrofian and Garetz [80].
In figure 6.5, results of knife-edge scan measurement are shown. Fitting function
nicely overlaps with experimental data confirming our assumption of Gaussian beam
profile with a beam waist of wx = 6.1 ± 0.2 µm. This value differs significantly from
the one obtained with the CCD camera, but still lies within the errorbars. On the
other hand, it is much closer to the value obtained by POP simulation.

6.3.2

High harmonics

As knife-edge scan gave reliable results with collimated IR beam in agreement with
POP simulations, we were ready to perform measurement with high harmonics.
According to the ABCD simulation, focus of the HH beam should be roughly at the
same position as the one of non-collimated IR beam. We determined this position
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Figure 6.6: A knife-edge scan of the HH beam for two generation conditions (blue
- optimal HHG conditions, red - gas cell located after the focus). The beam size
exceeded the travel range of calibrated piezo stage by far. The range of abscissa
can only be approximated on ≈ 2 − 3 mm. See text for additional explanation.

by inspecting the knife-edge scan on the IR card. After that, chambers were closed
and evacuated.
The razor was first moved far away from the beam path so that whole beam
was transmitted through. Xenon was released into the gas cell and high harmonics
were generated and detected. The HHG process was quickly optimized. Now, the
razor was moved into the beam path and triangular voltage signal was applied to
the piezo actuator with an amplitude corresponding to ≈ 20 µm travel range. No
change in the detected signal could be observed. Therefore, the beam was inspected
by moving the translation stage with free travel range of 12 mm. It turned out, that
razor had to be moved for more than 2 mm to completely block the beam. Our first
guess, was that knife was not located at the focus so we scanned the region of 12
mm along the beam propagation axis (6 mm to each side of initial position). We
couldn’t evaluate those scans quantitatively, because the translation stage wasn’t
calibrated. Besides, no clear trend was observed, whether we are moving closer to
or further away from the focus. The roughly estimated 2 mm distance required to
fully block the beam by razor could already suffice to also block the whole field of
view of channeltron. For 2 mm wide HH beam at the mirror, the estimated distance
is 4 mm. It raises the suspicion that detected signal originates from EUV light
scattered from the relatively rough mirror surface.
According to the literature reviewed in chapter 2.2.3, position of the gas target
relative to the focus in some cases had an influence on the beam profile. In figure
6.6, knife-edge scan performed for two different gas target positions are shown. Blue
curve belongs to position for optimal generation in terms of power, while red curve to
gas target located after the focus when overall generation power fell to roughly half
the maximal. The blue curve has a knee in the middle and a long, slowly decaying
tail. The knee could be a sign for the annular beam shape. On the other hand, the
red curve lacks a knee, but shows a very sharp transition with a sudden decay of the
signal immeadiately after knife blocks the beam. This irregularity is again a clear
sign for non-Gaussian beam profile of the HH beam.
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Chapter 7
Conclusions and discussion
This thesis reports on setting up an EUV laser source based on frequency upconversion of IR light into EUV via high-harmonic generation, its characterization and
optimization, and our attempt to focus the generated EUV light. The driving IR
laser is based on chirped pulse amplification and delivers 118 fs long light pulses
with energy of 2mJ centered around 810 nm. The repetition rate is 1 kHz and the
beam profile is slightly elliptic Gaussian beam. Pulses are not bandwidth-limited
and it is expected that chirp is present, which cannot be removed by the compressor
in the last stage of CPA unit. The driving beam is focused into the gas target with
plano-convex lenses of different focal lengths. Weak self-focusing effect takes place
in the entrance window of vacuum chamber raising a fear of pulse distortion due to
self-phase modulation.
High harmonics were successfully generated in different gas cells filled with xenon
and argon as well as in a gas jet emitted from end-fire nozzle. As expected, HHG is
2-3 times more efficient in xenon, while higher harmonics up to 27th are generated in
argon due to larger ionization potential (compared to 19th for xenon). The extension
of cut-off region by increasing the intensity of driving pulses with tighter focusing
is possible for HHG in argon, but is prevented by ionization when xenon is used.
Optimal generation conditions depend significantly on gas target design. Looser
focusing with f = 750 mm lens is beneficial for HHG in the longer gas cell filled
with xenon, while for all other target designs, i.e. gas jet and short gas cell, tighter
focusing is preferable, without big difference between f = 300 mm, f = 400 mm
or f = 500 mm lenses used. For tighter focusing harmonic yield can be increased
for up to 50% in xenon by aperturing the beam prior to focusing and therefore
reducing the degree of ionization and improving phase-matching and beam shape.
Due to too low pressure in the longer gas cell and gas jet limited by pump speed of
vacuum turbopums, phase-matched generation of 13th harmonic cannot be achieved
by adjusting the pressure in the target. On the other hand, an optimal pressure
is found for the shorter gas cell and all-harmonic yield. Intensity scaling of 13th
harmonic power reveals three regimes - it increases very fast in cut-off regime, then
scales with the power of p = 3.7 ± 0.7 in plateau regime and after that slowly
saturates. As HHG is not in saturation regime for the loosest focusing with f = 1000
mm lens, we could still benefit from more available power and therefore higher
intensities, while no significant improvement is expected in other cases.
However, despite systematic multiple-parameter optimization of HHG in longer
gas cell and gas jet, detected all harmonic’s power of 1.2 nW in optimal generation
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conditions is 3-4 orders of magnitude below our goal of few microwatts. Shorter gas
cell improves the generation for factor of 20, with estimated 5 ± 1 nW of available
60.8 nm light of 13th harmonic. If losses due to absorption in (oxidized) aluminum
filters and residual xenon that harmonic beam encounters on the way from the gas
target to the detector are taken into account, we can extrapolate the generated
power of 13th harmonic to be 100 ± 75 nW and corresponding conversion efficiency
of (5.3 ± 4.0) × 10−8 . Compared to other groups with relatively similar generation
conditions, it is still 200 times less than obtained by Hergott [46] and 100 times
less than reported by Constant [34], where 60 fs, 4.3 mJ and 40 fs, 1.5 mJ driving
light pulses were used respectively. However, in both cases the driving pulses were
shorter and/or more energetic such that loose focusing geometry could be employed
increasing the interaction volume, improving phase-matching and reducing ionization. As macroscopic response in HHG is at the same time affected by many related
phenomena, it is hard to quantitatively compare different experiments.
Finally, we prepared the setup for focusing the high-harmonics beam with bare
gold coated 45◦ -off-axis parabolic mirror with focal length f = 50.8 mm. Alignment test with IR laser revealed distorted beam profiles in the focus. Ray tracing
simulations confirmed that this effect is not due to misalignment, but due to divergent beam and that distortions disappear when divergence is reduced. As harmonic
beam is also slightly divergent, special care should be taken when using parabolic
mirrors for focusing. However, Suda et al. managed to focus HH beam using offaxis parabolic mirror, but used extremely loose focusing for HHG (f = 4 m) and
therefore less divergent harmonic beam [47]. Also for our setup with f = 750 mm
simulations don’t predict any beam distortions.
Our experimental apparatus for beam profiling is based on knife-edge scan in
single direction due to limited space. The movement of the knife was calibrated by
interferometer so that its position is know with precision <100 nm. The test with
focused IR beam shows reasonable agreement with knife-edge scan and beam profile
recorded with camera, whose precision is limited by pixel size.
However, in our first attempt to focus HH beam we couldn’t observe any caustic
while scanning around the expected position of the focus and the “spot” size was
much larger than the predicted 2-3 micrometers. As the measurement was performed
on the last day of my stay at MPQ, there is lack of experimental evidence, what could
cause this poor performance. Anyway, there are two most probable explanations: the
OPM mirror is not designed for EUV wavelengths and has relatively rough surface
(6 nm) compared to standard EUV mirrors (<1 nm) and in addition to that some
scratches from previous experiments. This might cause the HH beam to scatter offspecular and therefore not get focused. Another possibility is an irregular, distorted
beam profile, which is often observed for non optimal generation conditions. Both
assumption require further experimental investigation.
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Chapter 8
Outlook
The whole experiment of setting up an EUV laser source was performed within given
constraints of at that time available experimental equipment, which turned out to
be to some extent limiting. However, the most severe limitation was the limited
available time that the author of this report had to repeat certain measurements
and further investigate unexpected phenomena observed. As a newbie in the field of
ultrafast optics and high-harmonic generation I also overlooked or underestimated
some undesirable effects when designing the experimental setup. In this final chapter, different improvements of experimental setup from simple to more advanced and
costly ones are suggested as well as additional measurements and tests required to
improve the accuracy of the presented results are proposed.
There are few things by which we could improve our laser setup: a more stable
regime of laser oscillator should be found and the chirped mirrors should be realigned
to improve the beam profile at its output. Pulses from the oscillator are spectrally
too broad to fit on the gratings of stretcher and compressor in the CPA amplifier.
Therefore, some spectral components are cut away. For current configuration the
spectrum shifts toward red wavelengths for ≈ 10 nm after amplification. It’s probably because the blue wings of the spectrum are cut to larger extent than the red
ones. By realignment of the stretcher, the selected spectral components could be
centered at 800 nm, i.e. peak of oscillator’s spectrum, eventually leading to increase
in pulse amplification. Also, pulses from the amplifier are not bandwidth-limited
with a chirp present, which cannot be removed by a compressor. To characterize the
remaining chirp, a more advanced pulse characterization method than autocorrelation should be utilized, like FROG or SPIDER [7]. The remaining chirp could also
be pre-compensated by installing an ultrafast pulse shaper like DazzlerTM between
oscillator and amplifier. Moreover, Bartels et al. [81] showed that by carefully tailoring the driving light pulse the interaction of intense light and gas atom could be
controlled improving the conversion efficiency of HHG for an order of magnitude.
The focusing geometry for HHG crucially determines the layout of experimental
setup. Once it is fixed, several improvements can be implemented in the setup. For
example, observed self-focusing effect of driving laser beam in vacuum chamber’s
window indicates the possibilities of pulse modification due to self-phase modulation. This effect would be minimized by placing the lens in vacuum so that beam
is larger and therefore less intense when it passes through window. To select the
optimal focusing geometry one can rely on experimental results presented in this
work. However, for different generation conditions, namely gas target design, dif71
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ferent regime can turn out to be beneficial as was the case with different gas cells
in our experiment. Any additional changes in gas target design would therefore
require new systematical tests. In my opinion, simulations of HHG on macroscopic
level would be a good alternative to find optimal conditions.
HHG simulations would also be required to support the interpretation of results
of our multi-parameter study presented in chapter 4. To do that, generation conditions, especially the pressure in a gas target should be determined. Nevertheless,
once the predictive power of simulations is confirmed, they could significantly contribute in re-designing the experimental setup saving a lot of time otherwise spent
for multi-parameter optimization.
The whole setup for spectral characterization of HH radiation was found to be
rather non optimal. Scanning the EUV monochromator for a measurement of single
spectrum takes roughly 3 minutes. Acquisition time at single harmonic is anyway
rather short, while the generation conditions can slightly change during the scan.
However, even a more severe problem in our setup for spectral characterization
presents the detector. After discovering irregular non-linear behavior of channeltron
during calibration of aluminum filters, our study of HHG dependence on various
parameters at least partially lost credibility. While we can still without doubt confirm observed trends, we cannot evaluate absolute changes. One possible alternative
setup would be a series of thin metal filters to block driving laser, a transmission grating EUV spectrometer and an EUV camera [73]. Such configuration with continuous
monitoring and recording of whole spectrum would make possible multi-parameter
study at different harmonic orders at the same time and therefore greatly help in
determination of underlying processes in HHG.
The twenty-fold improvement of HHG conversion efficiency with shorter gas-cell
no.2 compared to longer gas cell no.1 suggests that further investigations of gas
target design should be considered. For current laser parameters, more advanced
target designs, i.e. capillary and hollow-core fiber, probably do not come into account, because the driving beam has to be focused relatively tight. So one possible
improvement would be to install a gas catcher to suck the gas injected from the endfire nozzle. Therefore gas load on the turbo pumps would be reduced and higher
flow and pressure in the gas jet would become possible. The multi-parameter study
and spectrum measurement should also be repeated for HHG with gas cell no.2 to
identify limiting processes and to obtain spectral information required for extraction
of single harmonic power from absolute power measurement.
To improve the accuracy of absolute power measurement, aluminum filters should
be calibrated again, this time with a reliable detector. A simple, but not wavelengthsensitive solution would be to measure the transmittance of all harmonics with a
photo-diode with 2 and 3 filters in the beam path. From the ratio of detected power
and theoretical curve, transmittance for single harmonic order can then be retrieved.
At the end the available power from our EUV laser source should be maximized.
Besides increasing the conversion efficiency of HHG, the harmonic beam should also
be separated from driving laser beam with as little losses as possible. A single
thicker (300 nm) aluminum filter would be preferable to two thinner ones (2x150
nm), because the number of more absorbing oxide layers is reduced. Thicker filters
are also expected to have less micro-pores and therefore a single filter would be
enough to completely block the IR light. Another source of loss is absorption in
residual gas released from the gas target during HHG. A differential pumping scheme
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could be set close to the target to separate the generation chamber from the rest
of the setup. Small apertures employed for that purpose should be big enough to
transmit the EUV beam, but could be eventually also used to partially block the
driving beam while not getting damaged.
Finally, we realized that we are just at the begining of our way towards the
desired goal of focusing HH beam to a micrometer spot, which clearly won’t be that
straight-forward as we thought when designing the experiment. Here, I will briefly
suggest how to proceed. First, the HH beam has to be spatially characterized prior
to focusing using a EUV CCD camera. Several studies report on changing the beam
profile with varying HHG conditions. While in some cases optimization of HHG in
terms of power lead at the same time also to the least distorted beam profiles [41], the
highest harmonic power is not the guarantee for a regular beam shape. Therefore,
the direct inspection of the beam is necessary. Furthermore, the divergence of HH
beam could be determined by measuring the beam width at different positions. If
the observed beam is sufficiently regular and divergence small enough, we should
proceed with focusing with an off-axis parabolic mirror. Far-field beam profile should
be monitored to check what kind of distortions are introduced with the mirror if
any. The polarization of HH light should be adjusted by rotating the polarization
of driving laser such that reflectivity of the mirror is highest. If intense scattering
or severe distortions are observed, the mirror should be exchanged by one designed
for EUV spectral range.
Our apparatus for characterization of focal spot should be upgraded with scanning capability in y direction. Then, two dimensional knife edge scan could be
performed to retrieve eventual ellipticity of the beam or astigmatism. Using a laser
drilled pinhole of sufficient diameter, knife-edge scan could also be recorded at different angles and after that the beam profile could be reconstructed by a tomographic
algorithm [82]. However, the knife-edge method is extremely time consuming and
provides only partial information on two-dimensional focal spot distribution. Optimization of HH focusing would therefore be very demanding. An alternative approach of direct visualization of focal spot was presented by Valentin et al. [83].
A cerium-doped YAG crystal was placed in the focus of EUV beam inducing the
fluorescence, which was then imaged on a visible CCD camera. The resolution of
such system is limited by numerical aperture of imaging optics to ≈ 0.5 µm.
Following the upper suggestions, the desired goal of few microwatts of 61 nm
light focused to a micrometer spot seems still within the reach. However, upgrade
of the experimental setup as explained above would be required.
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Razširjeni povzetek v slovenskem
jeziku
8.1

Uvod

Tvorba svetlobe pri novih frekvencah oz. valovnih dolžinah preko nelinearne optične pretvorbe v kristalih je dobro poznan in razširjen pojav v nelinearni optiki.
Podvajanje frekvence laserja iz rdeče v ultravijolično (UV) je prvič demonstriral P.
Franken [1] zgolj eno leto po iznajdbi laserja. Fizikalni mehanizem, ki se skriva za
procesom, je ne povsem sinusoidno gibanje elektronov v kristalni rešetki vzbujeno
z močnim električnim poljem laserske svetlobe. Kot rezultat tega gibanja se izseva
svetloba pri fundamentalni frekvenci laserja kot tudi pri njenih harmonikih.
Pri ekstremnih pogojih, ko gostota energijskega toka vpadne svetlobe doseže
vrednosti med 1013 in 1015 W/cm2 , se snov odzove drugače. Električno polje tako
intenzivne svetlobe je primerljivo s Coulombskim potencialom atoma, čigar odziv
je skiciran na sliki 8.1. Potencial, ki ga čuti vezani elektron, se spremeni do te
mere, da lahko elektron uide (tunelira) ven. Prost elektron se nato pospešeno giblje
pod vplivom električnega polja svetlobe in se, ko oscilirajoče polje zamenja smer,
eventuelno vrne v bližino iona. V primeru rekombinacije z ionom, se presežna energija, t.j. vsota kinetične in vezavne energije, sprosti v obliki visoko energetskega
fotona. Frekvenca tako izsevane svetlobe ustreza desetkratnikom ali celo stokratnikom fundamentalne frekvence laserja in seže v spektralno območje ekstremne ultravijolične (EUV) svetlobe oz. vse tja do mehkih X-žarkov. Ta pojav imenujemo
tvorba višjih harmonikov oz. high harmonic generation (HHG).
V tipičnem HHG eksperimentu ultrakratke sunke vidne oz. bližnje infrardeče
svetlobe zadostnih energij (dolžina pulza nekaj 10 femtosekund, energija vsaj nekaj
100 µJ) fokusiramo v tarčo z nelinearnim medijem, običajno žlahtnim plinom.
Jakost svetlobe višjih harmonikov, ki se pri tem tvori, narašča vzdolž tarče z žlahtnim plinom in je izsevana paralelno s snopom črpalnega laserja. Spekter te svetlobe
je sestavljen iz številnih lihih harmonikov fundamentalne frekvence laserske svetlobe in se lahko razteza od UV svetlobe pa vse do mehkih X žarkov. Poleg tega je
svetloba, ki nastane prek HHG, koherentna in izsevana v zelo kratkih sunkih, kar
predstavlja primerjalno prednost pred drugimi izvori EUV svetlobe. Na žalost pa
je fotonski tok tako nastale svetlobe omejen z zelo nizko učinkovitostjo pretvorbe
(med 10−5 in 10−7 ) črpalnega laserja v svetlobo višjih harmonikov.
Kljub temu svetlobni izvori temelječi na HHG služijo kot “namizna” alternativa velikim napravam kot sta sinhotron in laser na proste elektrone. Poleg tega
je HHG ključen proces za generacijo najkrajših, attosekundnih sunkov (1 as =
10−18 s) svetlobe. Le-ti predstavljajo nov mejnik za študije ultrahitrih procesov
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hν = Ip + Wkin

Wkin
Ip

Ip

2. propagacija

1. ionizacija

3. rekombinacija

Figure 8.1: Tri-koračni model HHG: moder krog s polno obrobo predstavlja
končno, s črtkano pa začetno stanje elektrona v posameznem delu procesa.
Coulombski elektrostatski potencial se deformira pod vplivom močnega polja svetlobe, tako da nastane potencijalna bariera preko katere lahko elektron z določeno
verjetnostjo tunelira (1). Ko je enkrat prost, se pospešeno giblje pod vplivom električnega polja (2), dokler se ne vrne v bližino starševskega iona in se eventuelno
rekombinira (3). V tem primeru se izseva foton z energijo, ki je enaka vsoti ionizacijskega potencijala atoma Ip in kinetične energije elektrona Wkin .

kot je gibanje elektronov na atomski skali. Zaradi svoje koherentne narave je HHG
prav tako primeren za pretvorbo obstoječih frekvenčnih glavnikov iz vidnega oz.
bližnje infrardečega dela spektra v EUV območje. Izredna spektralna ločjivost
EUV frekvenčnih glavnikov omogoča visoko ločljivostno spektroskopijo na enostavnih atomih in ionih in s tem testiranje fundamentalne teorije kvantne elektrodinamike vezanih stanj.
Primer je visoko ločljivostna spektroskopija dvofotonskega prehoda med 1s in 2s
energijskim nivojem enkrat ionizaranega helijevega atoma, eksperiment načrtovan
v skupini dr. Thomasa Udema na Max Planckovem institutu za kvantno optiko,
kjer je bil opravljen eksperimentalni del tega magisterija. Za vzbujanje prehoda je
potrebna svetloba valovne dolžine 60.8 nm iz EUV frekvenčnega glavnika. Ker je
moč le-te omejena, je treba EUV svetlobo močno sfokusirati v v past ujete helijeve
ione. Teoretični izračuni predpostavljajo, da bi 10 - 100 µW zbranih v točko manjšo
od 10 µm zadoščalo za spektroskopijo.
V okviru te magistrske naloge smo se skušali približati slednjim vrednostim s
pomočjo pomožnega izvora EUV svetlobe, prav tako temelječega na HHG. Namen
naloge je bil identifikacija raznih tehničnih omejitev in razrešitev le-teh, s povdarkom
na optimizaciji učinkovitosti pretvorbe preko HHG, določitvi absolutne vrednosti
moči generirane svetlobe višjih harmonikov ter testiranje fokusiranja snopa višjih
harmonikov s paraboličnim zrcalom. V naslednjem poglavju so predstavljeni strnjeni
rezultati in ugotovitve.

8.2
8.2.1

Glavni rezultati
Laserski sistem

Izvor EUV svetlobe v predstavljenem delu temelji na frekvenčni pretvorbi infrardečega
(IR) laserja v EUV preko nelinearnega procesa HHG. Črpalni IR laserski sistem je
osnovan na principu ojačanja čirpiranih ultrakratkih sunkov svetlobe (ideja t.i. CPA
principa je ilustrirana na sliki 8.2). Ojačani sunki izhajajo iz sistema z repeticijo 1
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HHG
Nd:YVO4
cw črpalni laser
3.6 W, 532 nm
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Figure 8.2: Laserski sistem v našem eksperimentu je sestavljen iz: 1.) laserja oscilatorja, ki služi kot izvor “semenskih” ultrakratkih pulzov za 2.) CPA-ojačevalni
sistem, kjer je izbran le vsak stotisoči pulz ter ojačan za faktor ≈ 106 . V obeh
fazah je ojačevalni medij titan-safirjev kristal, optično črpan z zelenim, v prvem
primeru cw- in v drugem sunkovnim laserjem. Majhen delež svetlobe je izbran
s stekleno ploščico za karakterizacijo sunkov svetlobe - določitev dolžine pulza
preko meritve avtokorelacije, spektra ter transverzanega profila snopa. Da bi
dosegli jakost električnega polja potrebnega za HHG, je preostali del sfokusiran s
plano-konveksno lečo v plinsko tarčo. Pod bločnim diagramom našega laserskega
sistema je prikazan vpliv posamezne stopnje CPA na sunke svetlobe. Mavrični
gradient predstavlja čirpiran pulz, kjer rdeče spektralne komponente zaostajajo
za modrimi. V resnici spekter sunkov v našem eksperimentu leži v bližnjem infrardečem območju, brez vidnih komponent.

kHz in s sledečimi parametri: dolžina 118 fs, energija 2.2 mJ in vrh (center) spektra
pri 810 nm, transverzalni profil snopa pa je rahlo eliptičen, skoraj Gaussovski. Snop
ojačanih ultrakratkih sunkov je nato s plano-konveksno lečo različnih goriščnih razdalj fokusiran v tarčo napolnjeno z žlahtnim plinom (ksenonom ali argonom). Zaradi
visoke absorpcije EUV svetlobe v praktično vseh materialih je plinska tarča kot tudi
celoten diagnostični sistem postavljen v vakuum.

8.2.2

Optimizacija nelinearnega procesa tvorbe višjih harmonikov

Tvorba višjih harmonikov je bila demonstrirana v različnih plinskih tarčah - celicah
napolnjenih s ksenonom ali argonom ter v supersoničnem curku plina izstreljenega iz
šobe. Shema eksperimenta je prikazana na sliki 8.3 z vsemi komponentami potrebnimi za detekcijo ter optimizacijo pretvorbe infrardeče v EUV svetlobo okoli 60 nm.
Kot je razvidno iz slike 8.4, je pretvorba 2-3 krat učinkovitejša v ksenonu, medtem
ko je zaradi večjega ionizacijskega potencijala možna generacija višjih harmonikov
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Figure 8.3: Shema eksperimenta HHG v plinski tarči in postavitve za spektralno
analizo ter optimizacijo pretvorbe: RWF - filter z zvezno spremenljivo prepustnostjo, AI - nastavljiva zaslonka, XYZ - piezo-krmiljen translacijski oder, gibljiv v
treh smereh, PG - merilec tlaka, TP - vakumska turbo pumpa, IS in OS - vhodna
in izhodna reža EUV monokromatorja, RV - nadzorni ventil za dovod plina in TG
toroidna reflektivna uklonska rešetka. Tekom optimizacije pretvrobe smo spreminjali velikost nastavljive zaslonke, dotok plina v plinsko tarčo in njeno pozicijo
ter fokus (goriščno razdaljo leče).

v argonu (27. v primerjavi z 19. v ksenonu). Tvorba še višjih harmonskih redov
je mogoča s povečevanjem jakosti črpalnih sunkov IR svetlobe v primeru argona,
medtem ko ionizacija to preprečuje pri uporabi ksenona kot nelinearnega medija.
Optimalni pogoji za pretvorbo so odvisni od oblike plinske tarče. Tako je leča
z goriščno razdaljo 750 mm najbolj primerna za daljšo plinsko celico napolnjeno s
ksenonom, medtem ko je pretvorba učinkovitejša za leče s krajšimi goriščnimi razdaljami (300, 400 in 500 mm) v vseh preostalih primerih. Pretvorbo lahko v nekaterih
primerih dodatno izboljšamo z delno blokado črpalnega laserja s pomočjo zaslonke
pred lečo, pri čemer se izboljšajo pogoji za fazno ujemanje (angl. phase matching) ter zmanjša ionizacija. V primeru ksenona in 300-mm leče je lahko relativno
izboljšanje tudi 50-odstotno. Število oz. gostota atomov nelinearnega medija je
omejena s hitrostjo črpanja vakuumskih turbo črpalk kot tudi z obliko tarče. Tako v
primeru daljše plinske celice ni bilo moč doseči optimalnega tlaka v celici pri katerem
bi bili izpolnjeni pogoji za fazno ujemanje med poljem 13. harmonika in poljem črpalnega laserja. Slednje je uspelo v primeru krajše celice. Meritev odvisnosti jakosti
13. harmonika od jakosti črpalnega laserja je razkrila tri režime: v cut-off režimu
jakost zelo hitro naraste, nakar se rast upočasni in raste z jakostjo črpalne svetlobe
na potenco p = 3.7 ± 0.7 v t.i. plato območju. Na koncu nastopi faza nasičenja brez
občutne spremembe v učinkovitosti pretvorbe. Le v primeru šibkejšega fokusiranja s
1000-mm lečo faza nasičenja še ni nastopila, kar pomeni, da bi močnejši črpalni laser
in posledično večja jakost črpalne svetlobe pripomogla k učinkovitosti pretvorbe, kar
pa ne pričakujemo v ostalih primerih.
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Figure 8.4: Spektra svetlobe višjih harmonikov za HHG v ksenonu in argonu.

8.2.3

Določitev absolutne moči EUV svetlobe

Kljub sistematični optimizaciji eksperimentalnih parametrov za HHG v daljši plinski
celici in curku iz šobe je izmerjena moč svetlobe vseh harmonikov zgolj 1.2 nW, kar
je 3-4 velikostne razrede manj od želenih nekaj mikrowattov. Precej bolj (za faktor
20) je učinkovita pretvorba v krajši celici: 5 ± 1 nW svetlobe 13. harmonika okoli 61
nm. Upoštevajoč absorpcijo v aluminijevih filtrih, ki blokirajo močno IR svetlobo,
ter v preostalem ksenonu v vakuumski komori lahko iz meritev izluščimo, da je
učinkovitost procesa pretvorbe v 13. harmonik 5 × 10−8 , moč generirane svetlobe
pri 61 nm pa 100 ± 75 nW. Vrednosti za ostale harmonske rede so prikazane na
sliki 8.5. V primerjavi z rezultati drugih skupin s primerljivimi eksperimentalnimi
parametri, so naše vrednosti 200-krat nižje od Hergotta in sod. [46] in 100-krat nižje
od Constanta in sod. [34]. Vseeno je potrebno poudariti, da so bili v obeh primerih
črpalni sunki krajši (60 in 40 fs) pri večji oz. enaki energiji, kar omogoča šibkejše
fokusiranje in s tem večje število atomov, ki lahko interagirajo kot tudi izboljšane
pogoje za fazno ujemanje. Poleg tega so direktne kvantitativne primerjave zaradi
števila povezanih pojavov, ki vplivajo na makroskopski odziv plina pri HHG, skoraj
nemogoče.

8.2.4

Fokusiranje snopa svetlobe višjih harmonikov

V zadnjem delu smo preverili še fokusiranje snopa višjih harmonikov z 90-stopinjskim
off-axis paraboličnim zrcalom z goriščno razdaljo f = 50.8 mm ter z zlatim premazom, brez dodatne zaščitne plasti. Pri testiranju postavitve z IR snopom smo
opazili popačenje transverzalnega profila v fokusu kot je razvidno iz slike 8.6b. Raytracing simulacije (slika 8.6a) so potrdile, da izvor popačenja ni v napačni postavitvi,
temveč v aberacijah optičnega sistema v primeru fokusiranja divergentnega snopa s
paraboličnim zrcalom. Le-te se namreč občutno zmanjšajo oz. izginejo, če je snop
manj divergenten oz. kolimiran. Ker je snop višjih harmonikov rahlo divergenten,
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Figure 8.5: Ocena moči svetlobe višjih harmonikov in učinkovitosti pretvorbe v
posamezen harmonski red za različne geometrije fokusiranja: prikazani so rezultati
meritev s f = 750 mm (zelena) in f = 400 mm lečo, pri čemer so bili v slednjem
primeru enkrat upoštevani surovi podatki iz meritve spektralne porazdelitve svetlobe višjih harmonikov (rdeča) in drugič popravljeni glede na oceno spektralno
občutljivo detekcijo (modra).

je to potrebno vzeti v zakup pri izbiri zrcala in eksperimentalni postavitvi. Sudi
in sod. je uspelo sfokusirati snop višjih harmonikov na mikronsko točko [47], a so
za fokusiranje črpalnega laserja uporabili leče z dolgo goriščno razdaljo (4 m). V
našem primeru (f = 750 mm) so simulacije prav tako potrdile odsotnost popačenja
zaradi aberacij. Merilni sistem za analizo transverzalnega profila v fokusu temelji
na metodi ostrega robu (angl. knife-edge scan) v eni dimenziji. Gibanje robu je
kalibrirano s pomočjo Michelsonovega interferometra, tako da je njegova pozicija
določena z natančnostjo pod 100 nm. Test s fokusiranim IR snopom je pokazal
dobro ujemanje med knife-edge scan meritvijo in meritvijo s CCD kamero, katere
ločljivost je omejena z velikostjo piksla na ≈ 4 µm.
V našem prvem (in edinem) poskusu fokusiranja snopa višjih harmonikov nismo
opazili trenda naraščanja širine snopa z oddaljevanjem od fokusa, katerega pozicija
naj bi sovpadala s prej določeno pozicijo fokusa IR snopa. Širina snopa višjih harmonikov v tej točki je močno presegala pričakovano širino 2-3 mikrometrov (slika
8.7). Zaradi pomanjkanja meritev lahko o vzrokih za neučinkovito fokusiranje zgolj
ugibamo. Dve najbolj verjetni razlagi sta naslednji: uporabljeno parabolično zrcalo
je bilo namenjeno za uporabo z IR svetlobo in ima tako precej bolj ”hrapavo”
površino kot specialna EUV zrcala kakor tudi nekaj že z golim očesom zaznavnih
poškodb. To bi lahko povzročilo prevladujoče ne-zrcalne odboje oz. sipanje na
površini zrcala. Druga možnost je zelo nepravilen transverzalni profil snopa višjih
harmonikov, ki je bil pogosto opažen v drugih študijah v primeru neoptimalne
pretvorbe (fazno neujemanje). Obe razlagi vsekakor potrebujeta dodatne eksperimentalne potrditve.
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(a)

(b)
Figure 8.6: Tri karakteristične oblike popačenega transverzalnega profila IR snopa
fokusiranega s paraboličnim zrcalom v bližini fokusa: slike so rezultat 8.6a ray
tracing simulacije in 8.6b meritve s CCD kamero.
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Figure 8.7: Meritev transverzalnega profila snopa svetlobe višjih harmonikov z
metodo ostrega robu za optimalne pogoje HHG (modra) in za primer, ko je plinska
tarča locirana precej za fokusom črpalne svetlobe (rdeča). Obseg horizontalne osi
je približno 2-3 mm.
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